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Adler, McCarthy engulfed in WWII 'Fog'
Producers option sci-fi horror comicbook 'Night and Fog'
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Producers Gil Adler and Shane McCarthy have optioned the sci-fi horror comicbook "Night and Fog" from
publisher Studio 407.
No stranger to comicbook-based material, Adler has produced such graphic-based fare as "Constantine,"
"Superman Returns" and the upcoming Brandon Routh starrer "Dead of Night," which is based on the
popular Italian title "Dylan Dog."
This material is definitely in my strike zone in more ways than one," Adler said, noting his prior role as a
producer of such horror projects as the "Tales From the Crypt" series. "But what really appealed to me
wasn't so much the genre trappings but rather the characters that really drive this story."
Set during WWII, story revolves around an infectious mist unleashed on a military base that transforms its
victims into preternatural creatures of the night. But when the survivors try to kill them, they adapt and
change into something even more horrific and unstoppable.
Studio 407's Alex Leung will also serve as a producer on "Night and Fog."
Adler and McCarthy are also teaming to produce an adaptation of "Havana Nocturne" along with Eric
Eisner. They also recently optioned Ken Bruen's crime thriller "Tower." "Night and Fog" is available in
comic shops in the single-issue format and digitally on iPhone through Comixology. It will hit stores in a
trade format in the spring.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118013143.html
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'Stomp the Yard 2' begins shooting
Collins Pennie, Pooch Hall and Stephen 'tWitch' Boss in cast
By Jay A. Fernandez
Nov 13, 2009
Rainforest Films' "Stomp the Yard 2: Homecoming" has begun principal photography in Atlanta.
"Fame" lead Collins Pennie stars as Chance Harris, a student juggling school, girls, job, debt and a
looming nationally televised step competition during a stressful homecoming weekend at Truth
University.
Pooch Hall ("The Game"), Terrence J ("106 & Park"), Lil Duval ("Comedian"), Tika Sumpter ("One
Life To Live"), Kiely Alexis Williams ("The Cheetah Girls"), Keith David ("Gamer"), rapper David
Banner and music artist Teyena Taylor join "So You Think You Can Dance" runner-up Stephen
"tWitch" Boss in the cast.
Rob Hardy ("Trois," CBS's "Criminal Minds") is directing a script written by Albert Leon ("Feel the
Noise"). Rainforest's Will Packer ("Obsessed") is producing the follow-up to the 2007 Screen Gems
release "Stomp the Yard," which grossed $74 million worldwide.
Pennie, repped by ICM and Untitled, has appeared in "Half Nelson," "Fired Up!" and "Prom Night."
Rainforest, which Hardy and Packer founded in 1994, recently produced "This Christmas," and it has
the heist film "Takers" hitting theaters in February.
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DreamWorks snaps up 'Doggy'
Studio nabs Laurie Craig's comedy pitch
By DAVE MCNARY, TATIANA SIEGEL
DreamWorks has snapped up Laurie Craig's comedy pitch "Doggy Day Care."
Based on a story by Elaine Goldsmith-Thomas, Julie Goldstein and Craig, the project, set in a dog day care,
concerns what really happens when dogs get together without human supervision.
"We were utterly charmed by the story they have crafted," said co-president of production Holly Bario.
Goldsmith-Thomas and Goldstein are also producing. The pair recently teamed to produce "Kit Kittredge:
An American Girl."
"Doggy Day Care" marks Craig's second project with DreamWorks. She penned the script for the company's
family comedy "Paulie." She also wrote next year's kidlit adaptation "Ramona" for Fox 2000 as well as "Ella
Enchanted" for Miramax.
Craig is repped by Original Artists.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118010564.html
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DreamWorks boards 'Doggy Day Care'
Family tale written by Laurie Craig
By Jay A. Fernandez and Borys Kit
Oct 29, 2009, 03:13 PM ET
Scribe Laurie Craig has sold her pitch "Doggy Day Care" to DreamWorks Studios.
The comedy is about what really happens when dogs get together without human supervision. Elaine
Goldsmith-Thomas ("Mona Lisa Smile") and Julie Goldstein ("Chicago"), who created the original
story with Craig, are producing.
DreamWorks exec Chloe Dan brought the project to the studio.
"We were utterly charmed by the story they have crafted, and we think audiences will love it as much
as we did," said DreamWorks co-president of production Holly Bario.
DreamWorks recently produced another canine-centric family film, "Hotel for Dogs," which
Paramount released in January to a $113 million worldwide gross.
Craig, who is repped by Original Artists, wrote the screenplay for the DreamWorks feature "Paulie"
and co-wrote "Ella Enchanted." She also co-wrote the adaptation of the Beverly Cleary book,
"Ramona and Beezus," which Fox 2000 is producing for an August release.
She most recently wrote "Left Tern" for Fox Animation.
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DreamWorks has eye on 'Someone'
Carlos Brooks attached to direct
By TATIANA SIEGEL
DreamWorks has preemptively snapped up Richard Blaney and Gregory Small's spec "Someone in the
Dark" and has attached Carlos Brooks to direct.
Gavin Polone ("Zombieland") and former DreamWorks exec Marc Haimes are producing.
Brooks, who helmed last year's Vera Farmiga-Nick Stahl starrer "Quid Pro Quo," brought the concept to
Blaney and Small and helped oversee the development of the teen thriller, whose logline is being kept under
wraps.
Deal sends a positive signal to the spec market, which in recent months had slowed to a trickle. Over the
past eight months, less than a handful of specs have sold that didn't have talent attached.
Brooks most recently directed "Burning Bright" for Sobini Films.
Brooks, Blaney and Small are repped by Original Artists and Management 59.
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DreamWorks takes 'Dark' screenplay
Carlos Brooks attached as director, exec producer
By Jay A. Fernandez
Oct 28, 2009, 03:40 PM ET
DreamWorks Studios has purchased the original screenplay "Someone in the Dark," written by
Richard Blaney and Gregory Small.
Writer-director Carlos Brooks, who came to the scribes with the idea, is attached to helm and
executive produce. Gavin Polone and Marc Haimes, a former DreamWorks exec, are in negotiations
to produce.
DreamWorks exec Jonathan Eirich brought the script in to the studio, and production co-president
Mark Sourian picked it up preemptively.
The script is described by the studio as a teen thriller, but they are keeping details under wraps.
DreamWorks has been active in the new material market lately, picking up the Will Beall comic-book
adaptation pitch "Xombie," the Michelle McGrath and Hayes MacArthur pitch "Substitute Husband"
and the Aaron and Matthew Benay pitch "Wicked," an adaptation from a series of young-adult
novels.
Blaney, Small and Brooks are repped by Original Artists and 59 Management.
Brooks wrote and directed the 2008 Sundance feature "Quid Pro Quo," and directed the forthcoming
thriller "Burning Bright."
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Stephen 'tWitch' Boss joins 'Stomp 2'
Was runner-up on 'So You Think You Can Dance'
By Jay A. Fernandez
Oct 28, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
Stephen "tWitch" Boss has stomped his way from the stage to the yard.
The footloose runner-up of the fourth season of Fox's "So You Think You Can Dance" has been cast
in Rainforest Films' "Stomp the Yard 2: Homecoming." Rob Hardy ("Trois") is directing a script written
by Albert Leon ("Feel the Noise").
Rainforest's Will Packer ("Obsessed") is producing the project, which starts shooting in Atlanta next
week.
Boss is slated to star as the antagonist, Taz.
The original "Stomp the Yard," which Screen Gems released in 2007, kicked up $74 million
worldwide.
Boss, repped by MSA and Diaz Management Group, displayed his dance skills in the features
"Blades of Glory" and "Hairspray." He next appears in Disney's "Step Up 3-D," in August.
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An industry sinner resurrects 'Saints'
A decade after being deemed 'Hollywood's newest wunderkind,' the chastened
director returns with a sequel to 'Boondock Saints.'
By Chris Lee
October 29, 2009
Call writer-director Troy Duffy the indie movie Icarus.
The Boston-born former bar bouncer went from obscurity to
the highest Hollywood heights almost overnight. In 1997, he
sold his first script, "The Boondock Saints," to Miramax in a
widely publicized multimillion dollar deal with the studio's
then co-chief Harvey Weinstein famously offering to throw in
the bar at which Duffy worked to sweeten the deal for the
writer-director's vigilante shoot-'em-up. And after the trade
papers anointed Duffy "Hollywood's newest wunderkind," the
filmmaker was off: cudgeling his friends, family and the other
members of his rock band the Brood with his suddenly
outsize ego.
More crucially, though, Duffy's high-and-mightiness fell out of favor with Miramax's top brass, who
ultimately put the project into turnaround. "Saints" became tainted goods in the industry's eyes, although it
was eventually made on the cheap, landing in only five theaters for two weeks and grossing a paltry
$30,000. The whole process is painfully captured by the 2000 documentary "Overnight," which debuted at
the Sundance Film Festival and presents Duffy's career demise as a cautionary tale about the moviemaking
fast-lane.
Not exactly the stuff on which film franchises are built -- or so it would seem. And yet, in spite of
"Boondock Saints' " record as a box-office non-starter, despite its wholesale lack of Q recognition factor
outside a core group of ardent fanboys, Friday marks the arrival in theaters of Duffy's return to form: "The
Boondock Saints II: All Saints Day."
" 'Boondock' was a cult success," Duffy, 38, explained between bites of a super-melt and sips of Guinness
in a mid-Wilshire district Irish pub. "The word 'cult' cuts both ways. The reason people thought 'Boondock'
hadn't done well is because it was out there doing its thing quietly. There was no fanfare. But as soon as it
touched fans, it did it on its own. Whoever you talk to, you get the same story: 'My buddy strapped me to a
chair and said, "You're watching this movie." Two hours later, you got another 'Boondock' fan."
Focused on two Irish American brothers (Norman Reedus and Sean Patrick Flanery) who go on a highly
stylized murder spree, taking out mobsters and underworld kingpins after receiving a message from God to
http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/news/la-et-performance29-2009oct29,0,46289,print.story
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clean up crime in Boston, "Boondock Saints" proved a hard sell upon its 2000 domestic release. The
Columbine High School massacre was still fresh in the national consciousness, having occurred only a year
earlier. And within the industry, Miramax's public kiss-off of the film was the equivalent to a scarlet letter.
Worse, Duffy became unemployable in Hollywood; he describes that time as "the downward spiral into
depression."
But according to the movie's producers, "Saints" found its legs overseas, where the film received theatrical
distribution and then made its major connection with fans on DVD. (Precise international sales figures could
not be verified.)
"In the U.S. on home video, it did well past $50 million," said "Saints" producer Chris Brinker. "In Canada,
it did another $10 million. In Japan, it was wildly successful. And it did great in South Africa, Korea,
Germany and Italy. You're above $100 million gross just on DVD worldwide. It's really nuts."
Not that Brinker, Duffy or any of the actors in "Saints," such as Willem Dafoe, who had signed deals for
back-end profit participation saw any money. The movie's distributor, Franchise Pictures, went bankrupt in
2004 after losing a $121-million fraud lawsuit that involved inflating the budgets of some of its films in
order to get more funds from investors. Further court proceedings with Franchise mired Duffy's chances of
getting a sequel off the ground until 2007 when he settled with several parties involved with the company
for an undisclosed amount. All the while, the filmmaker stayed afloat selling movie merchandise on the
website boondocksaints.com.
Shaking off the career missteps and industry infamy, Duffy moved forward full bore on the sequel -- which
finds the brothers returning to the U.S. after a decade on the lam when a criminal conspiracy attempts to
frame them for the murder of a priest; more Tarantino-esque ultra-violence, chain smoking and curse words
ensue. Duffy had no trouble re-enlisting almost all the first film's principal cast members and secured $8
million for the shoot. Sony Pictures and Apparition films stepped in to distribute "Saints II," which was
raucously received by fans at a jam-packed panel discussion at San Diego's Comic-Con this summer.
"It's the blue-collar 'Twilight,' " said Apparition's CEO Bob Berney, name-checking the juggernaut teen
vampire romance. "It's like a Springsteen crowd that comes to this movie."
For his part, Duffy cops to having learned certain hard lessons from his first go-'round in Hollywood.
"From doing the first one to the second one, I realize that there's politics in Hollywood to be played," he
said. "I always figured, [forget] it, I'll just make a great movie and it'll all come out in the wash. Every
bridge I burned will be resurrected. Everyone I snubbed will come back and go, 'Troy, you were right.' But
it doesn't work out that way in this town."
chris.lee@latimes.com
Copyright © 2009, The Los Angeles Times
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Sparkler, CJ to remake 'Dirty Carnival'
Chris Hauty attached to write gangster film script
By DAVE MCNARY
Sparkler Entertainment ("National Treasure") and CJ Entertainment are developing an English-language
remake of 2006 Korean gangster pic "A Dirty Carnival."
Sparkler topper Charles Segars and Andrew Bernstein will produce along with CJ's Ted Kim. Chris Hauty
("Never Back Down") is attached to script.
CJ produced the original "Carnival," directed and written by Yoo Ha. Story follows the rise and emotional
decline of a small-time hoodlum, who collects debts for a Korean triad but is also burdened by his family's
own financial problems.
Segars, who received story credit on "National Treasure" and exec produced that pic and its sequel, is
attached to produce "Fort Knox" at Warner Bros. and "Stealing Time" at Sony.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118010238.html
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'iCarly' duo take lead in 'Best Player'
Trainor, McCurdy to star in original Nick telepic
By JON WEISMAN
Parlaying the built-in following of its Saturday night youth skein "iCarly," Nick has cast series co-stars
Jerry Trainor and Jennette McCurdy in an original telepic for the cabler, "Best Player."
Trainor and McCurdy will play two online game addicts who encounter each other on and off the computer.
Production begins Saturday in Vancouver for a 2010 premiere.
Damon Santostefano is directing a script originated by Rich Amburg and rewritten by Justin Ware. Sandy
Climan and Christine Foy are exec producing with Jessica Horowitz, Lauren Levine and Nick exec veep of
original programming and development Marjorie Cohn.
For 2009, "iCarly" is the top-ranked show on television in the 9-14, 2-11 and 6-11 demos on Saturday
nights.
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Samuel L. Jackson set for 'Different'
Actor to star in 'Same Kind' adaptation
By MICHAEL FLEMING
Samuel L. Jackson has signed on to star in "Same Kind of Different as Me," an adaptation of a nonfiction
bestseller that has been adapted by screenwriters Roderick and Bruce Taylor ("The Brave One").
Jackson will play Denver Moore, an ex-con drifter who develops an unlikely friendship with a wealthy
Dallas art dealer named Ron Hall. The book, written by Hall, Moore and Lynn Vincent, was optioned by
Veralux Media in 2008. With Jackson aboard, the script is now being shopped for production financing.
Ralph Winter will produce through his 1019 Entertainment banner, with Veralux's Mark Clayman and
Jennifer Gates. Jackson will be exec producer alongside Brad Reeves, Susana Zepeda and Todd Shuster.
Jackson is currently at work in the Adam McKay-directed Columbia Pictures comedy "The Other Guys"
and recently wrapped an adaptation of the Cormac McCarthy play "Sunset Limited" for HBO, starring with
Michael Sheen.
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Josh Lucas joins WB's 'Life'
Berlanti to direct romance pic
By DAVE MCNARY
Josh Lucas has joined the cast of Warner Bros. romancer "Life as We Know It" alongside Katherine Heigl,
Josh Duhamel and Christina Hendricks.
Greg Berlanti will direct, with Barry Josephson and Gold Circle topper Paul Brooks producing.
Project, penned by Ian Deitchman and Kristin Rusk Robinson, follows two unattached adults whose worlds
are turned upside down when their mutual best friends die in an accident and name them as caregivers of
their orphaned daughter.
Heigl and her mother Nancy Heigl are exec producing.
Lucas is shooting "Little Murder" with Terrence Howard. He recently starred in "Peacock" with Cillian
Murphy and Ellen Page and with Jon Hamm in "Stolen Lives," which Lucas produced.
Read the full article at:
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'Boondock' hitches ride with Apparition
Pic is fifth added to Berney, Pohlad co.'s slate
By SHARON SWART
Apparition will shepherd the U.S. theatrical release of "The Boondock Saints II: All Saints Day."
It's the fifth pic to be added to Bob Berney and Bill Pohlad's new company slate.
The Oct. 30 platform rollout is a partnership with Sony Pictures Worldwide Acquisitions Group, which
controls the pic's domestic ancillaries and international rights.
Pic is the follow-up to filmmaker Troy Duffy's 1999 cult fave "Boondock Saints," about twins who go on a
killing spree to rid Boston of gangsters. The original "Saints" became something of a DVD phenomenon,
with a following among young boys.
New pic will cater to the fan base with original cast members Norman Reedus and Sean Patrick Flanery,
plus additions Clifton Collins Jr. and Julie Benz.
Written and directed by Duffy, and produced by Chris Brinker and Don Carmody, "Saints II" follows the
brothers back to Boston, where they avenge the death of a beloved priest.
Deal is one of several to be made in rapid succession after the formation of Apparition this summer.
SPWAG, headed by Steve Bersch, has an ancillary pact with Apparition.
Read the full article at:
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'Boondock Saints' sequel in works
Reedus, Flanery reunite for film's Oct. 30 release
By Gregg Kilday
Sept 2, 2009, 07:25 PM ET
New indie distributor Apparition and Sony Pictures Worldwide Acquisitions Group are joining forces
to release the sequel "The Boondock Saints II: All Saints Day," which will hit theaters on Oct. 30.
As Apparition fills out its release slate, it's its second collaboration with SPWAG, with whom it will
release the blaxploitation spoof "Black Dynamite" on Oct. 16. SPWAG will handle domestic ancillary
rights and all international rights.
From writer/director Troy Duffy, "Boondock" continues the saga of the the MacManus brothers,
played by Norman Reedus and Sean Patrick Flanery, who first appeared in 2000's "The Boondock
Saints," which developed a cult following despite having grossed little more than $30,000 in its
domestic release.
In the new film, which also stars Clifton Collins Jr. and Julie Benz, the two brothers do battle against
the Boston mob.
Produced by Chris Brinker, the sequel screened at this year's Comic-Con, and Apparition co-founder
Bob Berney said the reception "was phenomenal. There have been rumors about a sequel for years
and they've delivered a solid follow-up with lots of surprises for the fans."
Formally unveiled in August, Apparition is also handling "Bright Star" and "The Young Victoria," both
of which will play the Toronto International Film Festival, as well as Terrence Malick's upcoming "The
Tree of Life."
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Daniel Craig finds his 'Dream House'
Jim Sheridan will direct Morgan Creek film
By PETER BART
Daniel Craig has committed to star in the psychological thriller "Dream House," marking Morgan Creek's
first movie under the reign of Rick Nicita and its first production start in three years.
Jim Sheridan will direct the film, which starts shooting Jan. 25.
Craig plays a New York publishing exec who relocates his family to a small New England town, only to
learn that their new home was the scene of a vicious murder.
Nicita, a longtime CAA topper, became co-chairman of Morgan Creek one year ago, sharing that title with
James G. Robinson. Morgan Creek fully finances its films, which are distributed through Universal.
Craig is about to star in the Broadway play "A Steady Rain," by John Crowley. Hugh Jackman is his costar. Craig is best known for his James Bond films.
"Dream House" was written by David Loucka. It will be produced by James G. Robinson along with David
Robinson, Daniel Bobker and Ehren Krueger.
Sheridan has been nominated for six Oscars. His previous films include "My Left Foot" and "In the Name
of the Father."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118007851.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
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'Mad Men''s Hendricks gets 'Life'
Heigl, Duhamel star in Warner Bros. romance
By DAVE MCNARY
"Mad Men" co-star Christina Hendricks is set to star alongside Katherine Heigl and Josh Duhamel in
Warner Bros. romancer "Life as We Know It."
Greg Berlanti will direct, with Barry Josephson and Gold Circle topper Paul Brooks producing. "Life" is
slated to begin production in Atlanta this fall.
Project, penned by Ian Deitchman and Kristin Rusk Robinson, follows two unattached adults whose worlds
are turned upside down when their mutual best friends die in an accident and name them as caregivers of
their orphaned daughter. Hendricks will portray the best friend to Heigl's and Duhamel's characters.
Heigl and her mother Nancy Heigl are exec producing the pic.
Hendricks will soon be seen alongside Emily Mortimer in the indie drama "Leonie."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118007776.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
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Cheadle's 'Madness' marches to FX
Network shoots for hoops drama
By MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
FX is hot on hoops, having picked up a drama project from exec producer Don Cheadle that chronicles the
glory and the seedy side of college basketball.
"March to Madness" comes from scribe Joel Silverman, while Pete Segal ("The Longest Yard") is set to
direct. Also attached to the project alongside Silverman, Segal and Cheadle are former college basketball
coach Dave Miller and Segal's producing partner, Michael Ewing.
"March" will revolve around a corrupt college basketball program that cheats its way to the "March
Madness" NCAA basketball tournament. Project will be told through the eyes of the college coach, whose
idealistic approach to the job has slowly been eroded by the compromises he's forced to make.
The creatives behind the hourlong drama are intimately familiar with the subject. Silverman spent several
years as a sports journalist, covering beats including ACC basketball for outlets such as the Washington
Post. Miller's career includes serving as an assistant basketball coach at USC, Arizona State and Texas.
Silverman scored a Writers Guild Award nom as a screenwriter on the Disney Channel telepic "Full Court
Miracle," and has also written sports features for Fox 2000 through producer Ed Zwick ("Fly") and for
Disney ("Hell on Wheels"). Segal is set to direct Silverman's "Undefeated" for producer Scott Stuber, as well
as the scribe's "Barney Ross."
Cheadle's other producing credits include Starz's "Crash," which he co-exec produces, and the feature
"Traitor."
FX is said to have bought the pitch in the room.
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_story&articleid=VR1118007680&categoryid=14
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"March to Madness" is among the scripts still in contention at FX, which has been aggressively ramping up
development in recent months. Among dramas in the works, FX has already ordered the series "Lawman"
and greenlighted the pilots "Terriers" and "Lights Out."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118007680.html
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Fox rides 'Elephant'
Martin Hynes to adapt children's book
By DAVE MCNARY
Fox is moving ahead on "The Magician's Elephant," tapping Martin Hynes ("The Go-Getter") to adapt Kate
DiCamillo's soon-to-be-published children's book.
Julia Pistor is producing.
Story centers on impossible things that may happen when a fortune teller tells an orphan boy that an
elephant will lead him to his long-lost sister.
"What attracted me to the project was that Fox wanted to make a fable which could both be a classic but not
take itself too seriously," Hynes told Daily Variety. "The film we've referenced in terms of tone is 'The
Princess Bride' -- something that kids will enjoy, but adults will love on other levels."
Two of DiCamillo's books -- "The Tale of Despereaux" and "Because of Winn Dixie" -- have been adapted
into features.
Hynes directed and wrote "The Go-Getter," starring Lou Taylor Pucci, Zooey Deschanel and Jena Malone.
He's attached to direct romance-thriller "4 A.M. Automatic" from his script for Locomotive, founded by
Lucy Barzun Donnelly (who produced "The Go-Getter") and Joshua Astrachan (formerly Robert Altman's
producer).
He's also rewriting New Line's "The Quiet Type" for Michael London and Kent Alterman.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118007367.html
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Oscilloscope greets 'Messenger'
To release the film theatrically in November
By Steven Zeitchik
July 13, 2009, 07:45 PM ET
Oscilloscope is hearing the message.
Adam Yauch's upstart label has picked up North American rights to Oren Moverman's directorial
debut "The Messenger," which premiered this year at the Sundance Film Festival.
The company will release the movie theatrically in November; it also plans an awards push for cast
and filmmakers, reps said.
"Messenger" stars Ben Foster as a young soldier recently back from Iraq who is assigned to the
Army's Casualty Notification Service, which travels the country informing families that a loved one
has been killed overseas.
Woody Harrelson co-stars as Foster's gruff, more experienced partner, and Samantha Morton plays
a woman whose husband recently was killed in combat and to whom Foster is attracted.
Moverman wrote the script with Alessandro Camon; Lawrence Inglee, Mark Gordon and Zach Miller
produced.
The movie has received a number of good notices on the festival circuit, picking up two prizes in
February in Berlin. A number of buyers were interested during and right after Sundance, but the
lukewarm boxoffice record of war-themed dramas gave them pause.
The filmmakers, however, said they didn't necessarily see "Messenger" as a straight Iraq tale.
"While there is a military backdrop, there are also more universal ways of connecting to this
material," Moverman said. "This is a movie that deals with grief and how we find out about a death,
and that's something we all experience in one way or another."
Oscilloscope now has acquired three films out of Sundance -- it already bought the documentaries
"No Impact Man" and "Burma VJ" -- as much as any other acquisition company.
http://hollywoodreporter.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cp…_display%2Fnews%2Fe3i34c5832d35cf5759ddf17fba7a5d3065&partnerID=3690
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Dramas that tug at the heartstrings have struggled at the boxoffice this season, which could make
"Messenger" a tougher sell. But Moverman -- the screenwriter behind such critical darlings as
"Jesus' Son" and "I'm Not There" -- said there are hopeful elements to the picture, too.
"I would say it is a feel-good movie," he said. "It just doesn't make you feel good all the time."
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Oscilloscope picks up 'Messenger'
Adam Yauch's distrib to release pic in November
By SAM THIELMAN
Oscilloscope Laboratories has acquired North American rights to "The Messenger" for release in November.
Pic marks the directorial debut of "Married Life" and "I'm Not There" scribe Oren Moverman. Co-written
by Moverman and Alessandro Camon, "Messenger" stars Ben Foster, Woody Harrelson, Samantha Morton
and Jena Malone. The pic played earlier this year at the Sundance and Berlin film fests.
Foster plays Will Montgomery, an Iraq vet who returns home after a tour and is assigned to the casualty
notification service with his new partner (Harrelson).
"Oren has created a film that is so sincere that I believe war protesters, as well as those who are in the
military, will identify with it," said Oscilloscope principal Adam Yauch.
"Messenger" plans an awards-season campaign for the pic and its thesps.
Pic was produced by Lawrence Inglee, Mark Gordon and Zach Miller, and financed by Omnilab Media,
Sherezade Films and BZ Entertainment.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118005942.html
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Daniel Craig awakes to 'Dream'
Latest Bond eyes psychological thriller at Morgan Creek
By Steven Zeitchik
June 23, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
Daniel Craig can shake, but can he stir?
The latest James Bond has proved a critical and commercial success in his two turns in the iconic
role, for "Casino Royale" and "Quantum of Solace." But he has been deliberate in choosing his next
live-action role.
Now comes word he is in early talks to star in "Dream House," a psychological thriller set up at
Morgan Creek to be directed by Jim Sheridan, though principals stress that the two sides have not
reached a deal.
In the David Loucka script, Craig would play a man who moves his family to an idyllic small town,
only to find his house haunted by its former inhabitants, who were murdered there.
With a pedigreed director like Sheridan, the movie would accomplish the goal of branching Craig out
into a more prestige direction post-"Quantum" while keeping him in the realm of the commercial.
Like other Bond actors, Craig has faced a crossroads coming off Bond hits. His two other roles,
"Munich" and "Defiance," saw him essentially take on a more art house version of the Bond character
of hit man and vigilante.
Craig already has shown interest in more boutique fare, recently signing for the Broadway drama "A
Steady Rain." His name also surfaced in connection with "The Eagle of the Ninth," Kevin
Macdonald's period pic for Focus Features that would have been a departure of a certain type.
Other Bond actors have found it tricky to find their footing after they became embedded in the public
consciousness as the Ian Fleming creation.
While Sean Connery had a robust career both in and out of the stylish shoes of the dashing
globetrotter, others, like Pierce Brosnan and Timothy Dalton, have found new bankable roles hard to
come by.
http://hollywoodreporter.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cp…%2Ffilm%2Fnews%2Fe3i772f176924f862d44da78984ebb53a96&partnerID=3690
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Bond 23, as the Sony/MGM co-production is shorthanded, is still at the script stage. That gives Craig
plenty of time to attempt another stunt -- without M.
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Katherine Heigl finds 'Life' at WB
'27 Dresses' actress to star in romance drama
By DAVE MCNARY
Katherine Heigl will star in romancer "Life as We Know It" for Warner Bros., with Greg Berlanti directing
and Barry Josephson and Paul Brooks producing.
Project dates back to 2001, when Revolution bought the spec from scribes Ian Deitchman and Kristin Rusk
Robinson. Story follows two unattached adults whose worlds are turned upside down when their mutual best
friends die in an accident and name them as caregivers for their orphaned daughter.
"Life as We Know It" was also at Fox before landing at Warner Bros.
Heigl will next be seen in Sony's battle-of-the-sexes romantic comedy "The Ugly Truth." She's currently
shooting "Five Killers" for Lionsgate.
Heigl and her mother Nancy Heigl are exec producing "Life as We Know It."
Josephson produced the upcoming "Aliens in the Attic" for Fox. Gold Circle prexy Brooks was a producer
on "The Haunting in Connecticut."
Berlanti's best known as a writer and exec producer on TV series "Dirty Sexy Money," "Brothers and
Sisters" and "Dawson's Creek." He wrote the "Green Lantern" script with Marc Guggenheim and Michael
Green and will produce with Donald De Line.
Berlanti had once been considered to direct "Green Lantern," but WB attached him to direct "This Is Where
I Leave You," with Jonathan Tropper adapting his own novel (Daily Variety, Feb. 2).
Deitchman and Robinson's projects include "The Kids" at Fox with Josephson producing, "Grownups" at
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_story&articleid=VR1118005298&categoryid=13
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Sony and "First Kiss" at WB.
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Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
(Animated) A 20th Century Fox release of a Blue Sky Studios production. Produced by Lori Forte, John C.
Donkin. Executive producer, Chris Wedge. Directed by Carlos Saldanha. Co-director, Michael Thurmeier.
Screenplay, Michael Berg, Peter Ackerman, Mike Reiss, Yoni Brenner, from a story by Jason Carter Eaton.
(Deluxe color, 3-D); editor, Harry Hitner; music, John Powell.
Voices:
Manny - Ray Romano
Sid - John Leguizamo
Diego - Denis Leary
Buck - Simon Pegg
Ellie - Queen Latifah
Crash - Seann William Scott
Eddie - Josh Peck
Gazelle - Bill Hader
Pudgy Beaver Mom - Kristen Wiig
Scrat - Chris Wedge

By JOE LEYDON
With appreciably greater emphasis on action than its predecessors, and clever use of 3-D trickery to
enhance storytelling as well as offer spectacle, "Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs" could prove the
third time really is the charm by expanding an already sizable audience for a popular toon franchise.
Fox may have taken a risk by positioning this latest series entry in the middle of summer season -both "Ice Age" (2002) and "Ice Age: The Meltdown" (2006) were March releases -- but the gamble
should pay off with beaucoup cold cash. Even more bountiful green will be harvested in ancillary
outlets.
Once again, the plot is propelled by the extended family led by Manny (voiced by Ray Romano), the lovably
neurotic woolly mammoth, who looms large in an Ice Age environment that, in this latest adventure, appears
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_review&reviewid=VE1117940533&categoryid=31
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to have recovered nicely from the "Meltdown" of the previous pic.
This time out, Manny is so busy attending to Ellie (Queen Latifah), his very pregnant mate, that he lacks
sufficient time and energy to deal with the personal crises of two other returning "herd" members: Diego
(Denis Leary), the saber-toothed tiger who now fears he's losing his edge after being domesticated; and Sid
(John Leguizamo), the rambunctiously goofy sloth who yearns for respect and, if he's really lucky, his own
family ties.
Eager to find someone, anyone, who'll look up to him, Sid adopts three baby dinosaurs hatched from eggs
he's found. Trouble is, those eggs were the spawn of an enormous Mommy Dino who emerges from her
stomping grounds -- an underground realm where supposedly extinct creatures are alive and well -- to
retrieve her offspring. She also takes Sid back down with her, causing Manny, Ellie, Diego and Ellie's two
precocious possum "brothers" -- Eddie (Josh Peck) and Crash (Seann William Scott) -- to follow.
Once the familiar characters are below ground, traipsing across a prehistoric landscape that appears equal
parts "The Lost World," "King Kong" and "The Land Before Time," director Carlos Saldanha (returning
from "The Meltdown") adds another colorful figure to the franchise's steadily expanding cast of characters:
Buck, a swashbuckling weasel voiced with aptly madcap brio by Simon Pegg.
Long locked in an ongoing life-or-death struggle with a humongous albino dinosaur, Buck is more than just
a tad mad. But that makes him all the more fun to watch during a series of exciting search-and-rescue
sequences that are every bit as exciting as anything in any live-action pic on view in megaplexes this
summer. Indeed, a high-flying encounter with rampaging pterodactyls might make the makers of "Star
Trek" and "Wolverine" turn green with envy.
Even during those stretches where the pace isn't breakneck and the escapes aren't hairsbreadth, "Ice Age:
Dawn of the Dinosaurs" impresses with vibrant CGI imagery and animation by the wizards at Blue Sky
Studios. The addition of 3-D adds even more depth and detail to the mix, along with allowing the aud to
enjoy the amusing illusion of snouts, paw, claws and beaks extending off the screen.
As was the case in the two earlier "Ice Age" toons, the vocal casting is excellent across the board. Romano
and Leary are again standouts with their individual styles of sarcasm, but other returnees -- including
executive producer Chris Wedge as Scrat, the hyperactive rat/squirrel who this time finds something even
more attractive than that elusive acorn -- also are up to their usual high level.
Unlike many other contempo toons, "Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs" is short on jokey pop-culture
references aimed at grown-ups more than than small fry. But there is at least one funny allusion to "The
Flintstones," and playful use of the old Lou Rawls standard, "You'll Never Find Another Love Like Mine,"
as everything from tango to comic counterpoint.
Character designer, Peter De Seve; art director, Michael Knapp; sound designer (Dolby DTS), Randy Thom;
supervising sound editor, Gwendolyn Yates Whittle; CG supervisors, Bryan Useo, Michael Eringis;
supervising animator, Galen Tan Chu; lighting supervisor, Haji Uesato; casting, Christian Kaplan. Reviewed
at AMC Studio 30, Houston, June 21, 2009. MPAA Rating: PG. Running time: 93 MIN.
Read the full article at:
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Chockstone gets in ring with 'Tapped'
Film company picks up fighting comedy
By MARC GRASER
Chockstone Entertainment is getting in the ring with tyro scribes James Sommers and Grace Church,
picking up the fighting comedy "Tapped Out."
Laffer revolves around an unemployed, down-on-his luck man whose life is turned upside down when he
accidentally punches and knocks out an Ultimate Fighting champion and is challenged to one round in the
league's octagon-shaped ring.
Chockstone's Steve and Paula Mae Schwartz will produce while Roger Schwartz, who brought the script
into the shingle, will co-produce.
The Schwartzes are producers on "The Road," through their Chockstone Pictures banner. Dimension is
distribbing that pic in October.
They also are co-exec producers of Terrence Malick's "Tree of Life" and have "Killer Instinct" based on
Joseph Finder's bestselling novel, in development with Barbara DeFina.
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Verhoeven on tap for 'Surrogate'
Fox thriller lures Dutch director back to Hollywood
By Borys Kit
May 28, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
Paul Verhoeven is coming back to America.
The Dutch director, who most recently helmed his native-tongued “Black Book,” has come aboard to
develop and direct “The Surrogate,” a thriller for 20th Century Fox. Ralph Winter is producing via his
Winter Road shingle along with Deborah Giarratana, Robin Guthrie and Susana Zepeda.
Based on the 2004 book by Kathryn Mackel, the story centers on a couple desperate to have a child
who find themselves in an unbearable position when they find out the surrogate they hired to carry
their baby is insane.
The project originally was set up at Fox Atomic but moved to Fox proper when Atomic was
shuttered. Debbie Liebling, who ran Atomic, is overseeing “Surrogate.”
Roderick Taylor and Bruce Taylor wrote the original draft.
Winter, a producer on Fox’s “X-Men” movies, most recently was a producer on “X-Men Origins:
Wolverine.”
Verhoeven, repped by ICM and Marion Rosenberg, became one of Hollywood’s most sought-after
directors in the 1990s with such movies as “Total Recall” and “Basic Instinct.” He became
disenchanted with Tinseltown after his 2000 sci-fi thriller “Hollow Man” fizzled. He then returned to
the Netherlands, where he made “Book.” The World War II thriller won several awards and thrust him
back in the limelight.
Verhoeven is developing several projects, including “The Winter Queen,” with Milla Jovovich
attached to star.
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Zach Braff gets behind 'Swingles'
Actor to direct and star in Paramount comedy
By DAVE MCNARY
Zach Braff is in negotiations to direct, rewrite and co-star in the comedy "Swingles" for Paramount Pictures.
Cameron Diaz has already signed on to star.
Story, which is based on a Duncan Birmingham spec, centers on a bachelor who is dumped by his wingman
and teams up with a sharp-tongued woman he can't stand in order to meet singles. Jeff Roda penned a draft
as well.
Kevin Misher, whose credits include the upcoming Michael Mann-helmed "Public Enemies," is producing.
Project will mark Braff's second feature helming effort; he also directed the 2004 indie "Garden State."
Braff, who just inked a deal for his final six episodes of ABC laffer "Scrubs," also directed a chapter of the
upcoming film "New York, I Love You."
Read the full article at:
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Life On The Bubble.
"on the bubble" adj. (motor racing) Holding the last qualifying position with qualification still in progress, and thus liable to lose
that position. (sports) Having qualification for an event depend on the upcoming performances of other competitors. (idiomatic)
Uncertain of success.
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The Scoggins Report
"Spec Market Roundup: April 2009"
By Jason Scoggins
Compared to the previous two months of 2009, April was a good time to take out a
spec script especially if you were an agent at WMA, CAA or Original Artists. For the
four weeks ending May 1 (not including the week of March 30), the total number of
new spec scripts on the market dropped considerably month to month (46, compared
to 77 in March and 62 in February), but a much higher percentage of them sold (9,
or 19.6%, compared to 10.4% in March and 12.9% in February). Additionally, 1 script
taken out in March sold in April.
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The above breakdown is somewhat misleading, since 2 of the sales in the second
week were preemptive buys (where the scripts did not appear widely in the
marketplace prior to their sale) and thus went out in the preceding weeks.
Nevertheless, the average weekly number of scripts out in April was 11.5,
significantly lower than the previous weekly average (16, through the week ending
April 3), and the week of April 6 was the slowest week of the year since the market
revved up post-Sundance.
The 10 total sales included 4 Comedy, 4 Thriller and 2 Action projects. Interestingly,
more Thrillers sold in April (4 out of 16) than in March and February combined (1 out
of 9 and 2 out of 12, respectively). Surprisingly, none of the 10 sales included a
major star or filmmaker attachment (with apologies to Elizabeth Banks, who was
attached to star in and produce "Forever 21," out from CAA and purchased by
Dreamworks). Between 3 and 5 of April's sales were ostensibly preemptive, and just
one reported multiple bidders ("Odysseus," out from CAA, which Warner Bros.
secured over Paramount).
Each of the sales went to a different buyer. Of the major studios, Paramount and
Universal did not buy a spec in April (though the buyer for "Family History," a script
by Michael Punke supervised by The Wibberly's, was unconfirmed at the time of this
writing).
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About The Spec Market Roundup:
The Spec Market Roundup is a terribly unscientific analysis of the feature film spec
script market based on information culled from a variety of public and non-public
sources. It does not include pitch sales nor the film rights to underlying material.
These are by no means official numbers, merely a fairly complete summary.
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In the rep race, William Morris had the best month, with 3 of the 10 sales (out of 5
scripts taken out), followed by CAA and Original Artists, with 2 each (CAA took out 6
scripts, and Original just the 2 it sold). Art/Work Entertainment and Brillstein each
had one sale, as did ICM (out of 4).
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Wonderful World
Jan Stuart in Tribeca
29 Apr 2009 16:15
Dir. Josh Goldin. US, 2009, 89 minutes
"I guess I'm back," announces Matthew Broderick at the denouement of Josh Goldin's caustic heartwarmer
Wonderful World, before hoisting a polka-dot guitar to serenade a crowd of schoolchildren. While Broderick
himself hasn't exactly been away, his performance as a cynic who rediscovers his sense of wonder is so much
more richly inhabited than anything he's done on film in recent years, it has the aura of a comeback triumph
about it.
For his feature directing debut, Out on a Limb and Darkman co-writer Goldin elevates a formula transformation-of-theheart fable, combining sharp character-based humour with a knack for teasing audience expectations and then gently
subverting them. Although Goldin tosses in one more fantasy element than the enterprise can support, the results are
engaging enough to ensure this micro-budgeted charmer a moderate commercial payoff.
Broderick adopts his best sourpuss posture to play Ben Singer, a veteran legal proofreader who can't say enough
rotten things about life's injustices. He has his reasons: his ex-wife gives Ben constant grief over his parenting of their
dour 11-year-old daughter Sandra (Ferland); his sweet-hearted Senegalese housemate Ibu (Williams) is beset by
diabetes; and he has long abandoned his folk guitarist dreams and status as a children's-music celebrity after being
shafted by a major recording label.
Ben's grumpy outlook is further challenged when Ibu goes into a diabetic coma and is hospitalised. Ibu's sister Khadi (a
radiant Sanaa Lathan) blows in from Dakar, taking her brother's room for the duration of his recovery. Khadi is almost
too good to be true: a one-woman cheering squad for all things Senegalese, she chips away at her host's frosty
reserve with a seductive potpourri of down-home sayings, cuisine, dance and magic rituals. Fortunately, Goldin endows
Khadi with an Achilles heel or two: she's a Nike shoe-aholic and may or may not have an ulterior motive for her
generosity of spirit.
The script's multiple detours include a courtroom fight over a car-towing incident which offers Ben a chance to rail
against America's bottom-line culture; regrettably, his grandstanding monologue lacks the bite of the many other terse
zingers Goldin has invented for his angry protagonist.
The film's chief misfire is a dream character called The Man (Hall), an executive-suited embodiment of everything Ben
rails against. The device, with one foot in the absurdist comedies of 1960s-era off-Broadway and another in Capraesque comedies, doesn't work. He's intended as a devil's advocate, but comes off as Ben's inner therapist (and a not
very good one at that).
Daniel Shulman's assured work as DoP is an asset. Senegalese sounds are balanced with Dan Zanes' pleasing
acoustic ditties for Ben, although one wishes the composers could have conjured up something a bit more stirring for
that big, polka-dot guitar finale.
Production Companies
Ambush Entertainment
Back Lot Pictures
Cold Iron Pictures
International sales
5K International

Producers
Glenn Williamson
Miranda Bailey
Matthew Leutwyler
Screenplay
Josh Goldin
Cinematography
Daniel Shulman
Main cast
Matthew Broderick
Sanaa Lathan
Michael Kenneth Williams
Jodelle Ferland
Phillip Baker Hall
Screen International is the premier source of information on the global film business. To subscribe visit:
www.subscription.co.uk/screen/seav
Copyright Emap Media 2007. Emap Ltd. Registered Office: Greater London House, Hampstead Road, London NW1 7EJ. Registered in
England and Wales, no. 435820 All rights reserved.
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Intrepid sold on Gary Spinelli's script
'Highest Bid' follows art auctioneer who captures criminals
By Jay A. Fernandez
April 15, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
Intrepid Pictures is betting on Gary Spinelli.
The company pre-emptively has purchased Spinelli's original action script "The Highest Bid." Intrepid
vp Anil Kurian brought in the project, which co-founders Trevor Macy and Marc D. Evans will finance
and produce.
In "Bid," an art auctioneer moonlights by capturing criminals and auctioning them off to rival crime
bosses. He runs into trouble, though, when a mysterious character from his past unites criminal
factions against him.
The Endeavor-repped Intrepid co-produced 2008's "The Strangers," which grossed $67 million
worldwide. The company is developing a sequel with Relativity Media for a summer shoot.
Intrepid also is developing the action movie "The Cold Light of Day" and the graphic-novel
adaptation "Couriers."
Original Artists and Manus Entertainment rep Spinelli.
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Film world jumping for Easter Bunny
Sony Ani nabs 'Hip Hop'; Illumination goes for 'I Hop'
By Borys Kit
April 5, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
Easter is becoming the new battleground for studios as two competing projects featuring the
Easter Bunny go head to head.
Sony Animation is pre-emptively picking up "Hip Hop" by Greg Ostrin and Michael Weiss for
mid-six figures. The deal happened at the same time that Illumination Entertainment, the
Universal-based shingle with a history in animation, purchased "I Hop" to act as its first
live-action pic.
In "Hip Hop," the Easter Bunny decides to retire and hides out as a pet with a suburban
family, turning their lives upside down. The tone is being described as along the lines of
"Alvin and the Chipmunks" and "The Santa Clause." The plan is to make the movie using a
mix of CGI and live-action.
In "I Hop," the Easter Bunny is hit by a car driven by a slacker. When the bunny can't hop
because his leg is broken, the driver must train to take over the job and save Easter.
Cinco Paul and Ken Daurio wrote the script, with John Cohen and Chris Meledradnria
producing. Paul and Daurio, repped by Gersh, previously wrote "Despicable Me,"
Illumination's animated project being voice by Steve Carell, Jason Segel and Kristen Wiig.
Weiss' credits include "Journey to the Center of the Earth," the Brendan Fraser adventure
movie that grossed more than $240 million worldwide. Ostrin has "One Night Stan" set up at
Warners, with Make Karz producing, and "NYPD Nanny" at Fox. The duo is repped by
Original Artists; Weiss is additionally repped by Jonathan Hung.
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Cameron Diaz eyes 'Swingles'
Actress in final negotiations to star in comedy
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Cameron Diaz is in final negotiations to star in the romantic comedy "Swingles" at Paramount Pictures.
Story centers on a bachelor who is dumped by his wingman and teams up with a sharp-tongued woman
he can't stand in order to meet singles. Duncan Birmingham and Jeff Roda penned the screenplay.
Kevin Misher ("The Interpreter") is producing.
Diaz, who most recently starred in "What Happens in Vegas," will next be seen in Richard
Kelly-helmed horror thriller "The Box."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118001543.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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Karl Urban, Adriana Barraza join 'Darkness'
Film is a remake of 1970 thriller
By Jay A. Fernandez
March 16, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
The darkness has claimed two more souls.
Karl Urban and Oscar nominee Adriana Barraza ("Babel") have been cast in the thriller
remake "And Soon the Darkness." They join Amber Heard and Odette Yustman in an update
of the 1970 thriller, directed by first-timer Marcos Efron.
Abandon Pictures and StudioCanal are financing the project. Lizzie Friedman, Karen
Lauder, Deborah Marcus and Chris Clark are producing. Flora Fernandez is executive
producing, and Heard is co-producing.
The Argentina-set thriller follows two American girls on a bike trip in a remote part of the
country. When one of them disappears, the other must find her before darkness falls and her
worst fears are realized. The film is shooting on location in Argentina; the original was set in
France.
Endeavor Independent reps the film's domestic rights, and Studio¬Canal will distribute the
pic in France, the U.K. and Germany through subsidiaries Optimum Releasing and Kinowelt.
StudioCanal also will handle worldwide sales outside the U.S.
Urban is repped by Endeavor; Barraza is repped by Innovative Artists.
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Disney nabs 'Wouldn't It Be Nice' pitch
Family comedy is from Barry Blaustein, Jason Hefter
By Borys Kit
March 15, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
Disney has picked up "Wouldn't It Be Nice," a family comedy pitch from writing-directing team
Barry Blaustein and Jason Hefter. Andrew Gunn is producing via his studio-based Gunn
Films.
The story follows a teenage couple who, just before they plan to run away together and
pursue their dreams, are magically zapped 20 years into the future only to discover that their
lives didn't necessarily turn out as expected. In their mid-30s but with teenage minds -- and
dealing with three kids and everyday worries -- they learn that maybe they weren't as grown
up as they once thought.
Kristin Burr is overseeing for the company. Gunn Films' Ann Marie Sanderlin will exec
produce.
Gunn, who recently re-upped his deal with Disney, is the producer behind current Disney
release "Race to Witch Mountain." He also produced, along with Offspring and Happy
Madison, the Adam Sandler family movie "Bedtime Stories," which has grossed $200 million
worldwide. Gunn is developing a retelling of "Snow White" titled "Snow and the Seven," for
Francis Lawrence to direct.
Comedy vet Blaustein, repped by CAA and Anonymous Content, directed "Beyond the Mat"
and "The Ringer" and wrote on movies ranging from "Coming to America" to "Nutty Professor
II: The Klumps." With Hefter, he has "Magic 8 Ball" set up at Universal and is working on indie
comedy "Peep World."
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Duo pedal to 'And Soon the Darkness' redo
Amber Heard, Odette Yustman set to star in thriller
By Borys Kit
March 4, 2009, 11:00 PM ET
Amber Heard and Odette Yustman have signed on to star in "And Soon the Darkness," a
remake of the 1970 British thriller being co-produced and co-financed by Studio Canal.
Heard also is making her first foray into producer territory, acting as a co-producer on the
film, which marks the feature directorial debut of commercials helmer Marcos Efron.
Set in Argentina, "Darkness" tells the story of two American girls on a bike-riding trip in a
remote part of the country. When one of them goes missing, the other must find her before
darkness falls and her worst fears are realized.
The original was set in France and tackled the idea of how vulnerable a stranger in a strange
land can be.
The new "Darkness" will shoot in Argentina.
Abandon Pictures also is financing the film. Lizzie Friedman, Karen Lauder, Deborah Marcus
and Chris Clark are producing. Flora Fernandez is an executive producer.
Studio Canal is in production on "Chloe," the Atom Egoyan thriller starring Liam Neeson and
Amanda Seyfried that it is fully financing.
Efron, repped by Original Artists and Hung Entertainment Group, was behind the Sundance
short "Common Practice."
Yustman, repped by ICM and Evolution, recently starred in "The Unborn" and next appears
in "Rogue's Gallery," an action comedy about assassins from Darko Entertainment and
Infinity Media.
Heard, repped by Endeavor and Hyler Management, is on a hot streak. She stars with
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Johnny Depp and Aaron Eckhart in "Rum Diary," the adaptation of the Hunter S. Thompson
novel, and will topline John Carpenter's first movie in nine years, "Ward 19."
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Gomez stars in 'Beezus and Ramona'
King to play younger sister in Fox 2000 film
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Selena Gomez and Joey King have signed on to star in the kid-lit adaptation "Beezus and Ramona" for
Fox 2000 and Walden Media.
Film is based on bestselling Ramona books by Beverly Cleary.
Gomez ("Wizards of Waverly Place") will play Beezus, the brilliant yet insecure older sister to King's
("The Suite Life of Zack and Cody") Ramona, who has a vivid imagination.
King's casting follows Fox 2000 Pictures' nationwide search for Ramona, during which the production
division saw hundreds of girls -- with King finally nabbing the role after completing a screen test.
"Aquamarine" helmer Elizabeth Allen directs from a screenplay by Laurie Craig and Nick
Pustay. Denise Di Novi and Alison Greenspan are producing. Di Novi has brought to the bigscreen
such female-aimed projects as "Little Women," "The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants" and "Nights in
Rodanthe."
Twentieth Century Fox will release the film March 19, 2010.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117999655.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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Stevens inks comic book deal
Studio 407 projects may be adapted for film
By MARC GRASER
Horror pic scribe Neal Marshall Stevens has inked a deal with Studio 407 to create two comicbooks,
"Havoc Brigade" and "Demon Squad," which the company may adapt into features.
Stevens, who penned the remake of "Thirteen Ghosts" for Joel Silver's Dark Castle Entertainment and
MGM's planned sequel to "The Amityville Horror," initially paired with Studio 407 to write the Eric
Vallete-helmed horror film "Hunter," which the company co-produced with Stallion Pictures
("Punisher: War Zone"). "Hunter" will be released later this year.
The futuristic action-thriller "Havoc Brigade" is due out in stores on March 25, while action scarefest
"Demon Squad" is expected later this year.
Stevens, like many in the biz, was attracted to the notion of creating his own graphic novels because
"only around one in 10" of the scripts he's written have wound up on the bigscreen. With comicbooks,
"I knew going in that the scripts that I wrote would actually be produced, and that the work would get in
front of an audience," he said.
Studio 407 is currently producing with Myriad Pictures the pics "Hybrid" and "The Night
Projectionist," based on its own graphic novels of the same name.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117999477.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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McQueen projects racing for screen
Second biopic of star announced
By TATIANA SIEGEL
The race is on to bring a Steve McQueen biopic to the bigscreen.
Weeks after producers Michael Cerenzie and Christine Peters revealed that they are developing a film on
the life of the iconic actor, producer David Foster ("The Mask of Zorro") unveiled plans that he is
spearheading a project based on a memoir penned by McQueen's first wife, Neile McQueen Toffel.
Foster started in Hollywood as McQueen's publicist before segueing to a successful producing career
bringing such films as McQueen's "The Getaway" to the bigscreen. He is teaming on the biopic, which
will be titled "McQueen," with producer Kevin Kasha, who acquired Toffel's memoir "My Husband,
My Friend" when he was an acquisitions executive at New Line.
Dale "Chip" Rosenbloom, the majority owner of the St. Louis Rams, is also producing. Toffel is exec
producing.
The producers have tapped the father and son writing team of Roderick and Bruce Taylor ("The Brave
One") to adapt. The Taylors will have complete access to the McQueen estate, which Toffel controls
with son, Chad McQueen, and granddaughter, Molly Flattery.
Story will chronicle the relationship between McQueen and Toffel, which began in 1956 when Toffel
was a Broadway star and under contract at MGM. The couple were married for more than 15 years and
had two children and four grandchildren together.
Foster, who most recently produced "The Fog" for Revolution, is producing a remake of "Short Circuit"
for Dimension via his David Foster Prods. shingle. He also produced the 1986 original and its sequel.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117999157.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
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Jackie Chan circles 'Karate Kid' remake
Harald Zwart brought in to direct Columbia pic
By Steven Zeitchik and Borys Kit
Jan 13, 2009, 07:06 PM ET
Jackie Chan soon could be mentoring a karate kid.
The martial arts star is in negotiations to star in Columbia's remake of "The Karate Kid." He
would take on the role of mentor Mr. Miyagi, made famous by Pat Morita in the original
franchise.
The studio also has signed Harald Zwart to helm the picture, which possibly will begin
shooting this year in Beijing.
Jaden Smith is set to star as the boy to be mentored by Chan's character. Like the original,
which starred Morita and Ralph Macchio, the movie will examine the relationship between a
martial arts expert and a boy who is picked on by bullies.
Will Smith, James Lassiter and Ken Stovitz's Overbrook Entertainment is producing along
with the original film's producer Jerry Weintraub. The setting will be relocated from the U.S. to
China. Chris Murphy has been attached to pen the screenplay.
The WMA-repped Chan, who next appears in Relativity's action-comedy "The Spy Next
Door," has broad appeal overseas, which undoubtedly appealed to Columbia. His "Rush
Hour" franchise has earned about $750 million worldwide.
The ICM-repped Zwart directed the tween hit "Agent Cody Banks" and Columbia's upcoming
"The Pink Panther 2."
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Jackie Chan set to wax on, wax off
Actor in final negotiations for 'Karate Kid' redo
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Jackie Chan is in final negotiations to join the Columbia Pictures remake of "The Karate Kid."
Harald Zwart will helm the pic, which has been revamped as a starring vehicle for Jaden Smith.
Set in an exotic Asian locale, the new film will borrow elements of the original plot, wherein a bullied
youth (Smith) learns to stand up for himself with the help of an eccentric mentor (Chan). Chris Murphy
penned the screenplay.
"Karate Kid" will shoot early this summer in Beijing.
Jerry Weintraub, who launched the original 1984 pic, is producing alongside Overbrook Entertainment's
James Lassiter, Will Smith and Ken Stovitz. China Film Group Corp. will co-produce in China.
International martial-arts star Chan has put his karate skills to use in such English-language films as the
"Rush Hour" trilogy, "The Forbidden Kingdom" and the upcoming "The Spy Next Door."
Zwart most recently helmed "The Pink Panther 2" for the studio and MGM.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117998484.html
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DiCaprio set to 'Beat the Reaper'
New Regency nabs rights to Josh Bazell novel
By MICHAEL FLEMING
New Regency is acquiring screen rights to "Beat the Reaper," eyed as a star vehicle for Leonardo
DiCaprio.
The protagonist in the novel penned by Josh Bazell is a Manhattan emergency room doctor, whose life
becomes complicated when a mobster recognizes the doc from his former life as a hitman who went into
the witness protection program.
Julie Yorn will produce with DiCaprio and Jennifer Davisson Killoran. Pic will be a co-production
between Appian Way and the new production/management venture recently launched by Rick Yorn.
Appian Way's Aaron Criswell also will be involved as a producer.
The book is just being published by Little Brown, which acquired the title in an eight-house auction in
2007. Bazell, a medical intern, was in his hospital scrubs on the night shift as publishers waged a
seven-figure fight for his first novel.
DiCaprio, who is Golden Globes-nominated for "Revolutionary Road," most recently completed
shooting "Shutter Island" for director Martin Scorsese at Paramount. Appian Way recently completed
"Orphan" at Warner Bros., and is developing a film based on the anime classic "Akira" at WB.
For Regency, "Reaper" marks the latest deal since Hutch Parker joined Bob Harper to overhaul the slate.
The "Beat the Reaper" purchase follows an acquisition of the Isaac Asimov sci-fi classic "The End of
Eternity," and "Mr. Romance," a comedy that will be directed by "Four Christmases" helmer Seth
Gordon.
Regal Literary repped the book.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117998164.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
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Troy Duffy back to direct 'Boondock Saints
II'
Principal photography has begun in Toronto
By Leslie Simmons
Oct 31, 2008, 08:00 PM ET
Principal photography has started in Toronto on Troy Duffy's sequel to the 2000 indie he
helmed and wrote, "The Boondock Saints."
Sean Patrick Flanery and Norman Reedus are reprising their roles as the crusading fraternal
twins Connor and Murphy MacManus, who seek revenge on the tough Boston underworld.
Billy Connolly is also returning as Poppa M.
Chris Brinker and Don Carmody are producing with Lloyd Segan and Rob Fried executive
producing.
"It's a joy and a longtime coming to be bringing such an enormously talented group of people
back together again," Duffy said of the project.
Brinker said the script is well-crafted and will satisfy "Boondock" fans.
"We expect this film to be a truly intense, humorous and satisfying film for all those who have
looked forward to the sequel for so long," Brinker said.
Rounding out the cast are Clifton Collins, Julie Benz, David Della Rocco, Bob Marley, Brian
Mahoney and David Ferry.
Duffy became well known in Hollywood for selling his "Boondock" screenplay -- which he
penned while bartending in Hollywood -- to Harvey Weinstein for a high six-figure deal that
would also allow him to direct and produce the soundtrack with his band, The Brood. The
project was set up on a $15 million budget, but later dropped.
The first "Boondock," which starred Willem Dafoe, was later made for $6 million and grossed
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$30,471 domestic. The project was chronicled in the 2003 documentary "Overnight," which
told the tale of Duffy's rags-to-riches-to-rags saga.
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Warner aims for ‘Headshot’
Studio acquires rights to Nolent series
By MICHAEL FLEMING
Warner Bros. has acquired screen rights to "Headshot," a three-book graphic novel series by Alexis
Nolent that was published in France by Casterman. Alessandro Camon has been set to write the script.
The film will be produced by Alexandra Milchan and "Smallville" creators Alfred Gough and Miles
Millar.
In "Headshot," an unlikely alliance between a cop and a hitman takes place after each watches his
partner die. The new partners seek revenge and discover they have a shared enemy and much in
common despite being on opposite sides of the law.
Deal marks the second Nolent title for WB and Milchan. The studio is developing "Cyclops" as a
directing vehicle for James Mangold, with Cathy Konrad producing with Milchan. Milchan also is
producing an adaptation of Nolent’s "The Killer" at Paramount for David Fincher to direct.
Camon adapted the Oren Moverman-directed drama "The Messenger" and scripted an adaptation of
Robert Ludlum novel "The Chancellor Manuscript" for Leonardo DiCaprio at Paramount.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117994017.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
© 2008 Reed Business Information
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Years of twists and turns to screen for 'Keith'
Lindsay Lohan, Shia LaBeouf were once to star
By Martin A. Grove
Filmmaker Focus features conversations with the industry's top directors and producers.
Kessler's "Keith:" Coming of age films about teen angst and the pressures of high school life were one of
Hollywood's most popular genres in the mid-'80s when John Hughes movies like "The Breakfast Club" and
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off" did big business.
Over the years, however, the genre's lost its high profile and when we see teens on screen now they're
more likely to be in slasher movies. A happy exception to all that is the romantic drama "Keith," which
impressively mark's Todd Kessler's feature directing debut. Starring are recording artist Jesse McCartney
(“Leavin”) and Elisabeth Harnois (TV's "Point Pleasant").
Produced by Rebecca Hobbs and Kessler, the independently made film's screenplay by David Zabel and
Kessler is based on the short story "Keith" by Ron Carlson. Kessler's best known for being one of the
creators of the hit Nickelodeon series "Blue's Clues." "Keith," which has been playing at film festivals and
winning first place prizes, premieres Sept. 13 in Las Vegas as part of a Lili Claire Foundation sponsored
concert by Jesse McCartney. It starts a limited Vegas run Sept. 19 with Regal Cinemas.
The film's story revolves around the unlikely relationship between Keith, an odd-ball loner (McCartney), who
manipulates things to become the chemistry lab partner of his high school's tennis star-teen queen
(Harnois). Slowly but surely he becomes part of her life despite her predictable lack of interest in dating him
and her just-started romance with a classic jock. In the end, there are some powerful dark plot twists and
turns that you definitely don't want to know about yet.
After enjoying an early look at "Keith," I was glad to have the opportunity to focus with Kessler on his film's
other twists and turns -- the ones that brought it to the screen. "I read a short story called 'Keith' by Ron
Carlson," he told me. "It's a fantastic story and I thought as I was reading (it) that I'll never be able to meet
another person in my life named Keith without thinking of this story. And I thought, 'Well, that's a pretty
powerful character.' It felt to me like he was big enough for a feature film. That was eight years ago or so."

How did it turn into a movie? "It was a very short story. I found out that the studios had looked at it already
and had rejected it based on the idea that there didn't seem to be enough of a plot in that little story to
sustain a film," Kessler replied. "But I had an idea about how to open up the story into a romantic triangle so
I wrote that up as an outline and I took it around to various film companies and got turned down a lot. But
finally I ended up at Miramax where I pitched it and Harvey (Weinstein) heard about it and a couple hours
later we had a contract. This was in 2003 or '04."
As wonderful as that sounds, back then Kessler wasn't actually going to be doing very much in terms of
making the movie. "I had not directed a feature film before and I had not written a feature film so I was only
attached as the producer at that point because it was a project I had brought to them," he recalled. "They
wouldn't in any way consider me to direct or write. So the first step was to find a writer. They wanted
somebody with some (credits) and they gave me their list of people. I rejected many, but finally we agreed
on one writer -- David Zabel ('ER' and 'Dark Angel' episodes) -- and they hired him and he did two drafts of
the script."
Miramax, he said, liked Zabel's script and sent it around to directors: "They tried to get it going. They tried to
do a co-production with MTV Films, but nothing really quite worked. So at a certain point I asked them to
give it back to me if they weren't going to make it and they gave it back to me in turnaround. At that point I
sat down and completely rewrote the script the way I had originally envisioned it. Then I looked around at
teenage actors and I attached two actors who I thought were really promising. One was Lindsay Lohan and
the other was Shia LaBeouf."
There was a clause in his contract, Kessler explained, "that forced me to go back to Miramax if I attached
new elements so (they could) have a last look at it. It's a standard clause in contracts, but apparently it's
rarely exercised because usually when they get rid of a project it's (because they think it's) bad and they
don't want it. So I took it back to them and they read my script and they said, 'It's fantastic. You've really
captured the emotion of the story. You obviously have a directorial vision for this. You can be attached as
director. That's fine. But these two young actors -- we don't think they can carry a movie.
"This was before (Lohan starred in) 'Freaky Friday' and before (LaBeouf starred in) 'Holes.' So they rejected
them and that caused a kind of legal skirmish because it wasn't clear whether they could accept one
element and not accept them all. Then they promised again to make the film, but it never happened and (the
Weinsteins) got into their problems with Disney and all that eventually after stopping and starting and
starting to cast it. I did some more rewrites for them and then eventually I got it back a second time. All this
took two years or so of just back-and-forth and waiting and meetings and having one executive in charge
and then another and then another and meetings with outside production companies. It was an endless
process, but then I finally got it back and raised private money to get it done."
Of course, Kessler had to cast the film all over again. "At this point, all the teenage community of actors
knew about the project and they all were calling up (asking) to do it," he recalled. "We had a wonderful time
auditioning. Jesse McCartney, who was on tour at the time, called up (to audition). I didn't know who he was
(then), but I saw him and he did a fantastic job."
One of the things Kessler found so exciting about the process, he noted, was "how passionate the teenage
community of actors was about the project. Kristen Stewart ('Panic Room') auditioned and did a fantastic
job. It would have been difficult for me to hire her because she was under age and it was impossible budgetwise, but she said to me at the end of her audition standing up and passionately giving a speech, 'It doesn't
matter if I get this part or not, but whatever happens you have to make this film.'
"The teenagers were so frustrated with the scripts they were getting -- especially the girls. Every teen script
was exactly what they had seen before. They all really encouraged me to stick with it and get the film made.
And they were very gracious about it, knowing that they might not get the roles."
After Miramax gave the project back to Kessler he got it financed, he said, "through private connections in
New York. I knew people in the music business. They were aware of Jesse so they felt that this visibility was
good. There had been a similar project done (the 2002 romantic drama) 'A Walk to Remember' with Mandy
Moore, who was a teenager then and also was a musician and that film had done very well. So there were
some similarities with my film in that it was a love story and it was teenagers."

Focusing on the kind of films that are being targeted to teen moviegoers these days, Kessler observed, "The
studios and the independents are doing a lot of over-the-top comedies, which are great, and, of course,
there's always action films that appeal to young people. And there's always, horror, too. I feel that recently
they haven't been releasing that many dramas for young people and there's a huge hunger among (that
audience) for those kinds of stories. Since John Hughes, I think nobody's really been able to figure it out. If
you talk to any 15 or 16 year old today, they have all rented John Hughes' movies. They all know 'The
Breakfast Club.'"
As for filming "Keith," he said, "There were many challenges. One was the availability of the actors. It was a
spring story, but I had to shoot it in the middle of winter. I had to shoot over Thanksgiving break, which is not
an ideal time. It locked me out of half the country that was cold, first of all. I ultimately decided to shoot in
Los Angeles. My locations were simple so I could make it look like the Midwest. But because it was my first
feature I thought that even though it was a little bit more expensive to shoot in L.A. it would be a good idea
for me (to be for) the first time on a feature set with a very experienced crew. It worked out fantastically well.
I (also) wanted access to the really good L.A. actors for the small parts, for the day players and all of that
because if you shoot (in other cities) it's hard to get good people. You have to fly them in so there's an
expense to that. So all in all, working in L.A. was a really happy experience."
The fact that about three-quarters of the movie takes place at night posed special challenges during
production: "There were lots of long nights. You think of L.A. as a warm place, but it's not at four in the
morning. We did some shooting up at Lake Castaic and it's freezing. One of the biggest settings in the movie
is on a cliff overlooking the lake. I decided to shoot those (scenes) on blue screen. Those were all done in a
studio because we realized we couldn't afford to light a lake. With my blue screen experience from 'Blue's
Clues' I felt confident I could carry it over and make it work on our budget. It's just a completely invested set
with blue screen for the lake. The lake is actually some stills we had a photographer shoot in a lake in
Alabama."
Kessler is understandably pleased with "Keith's" success to date on the festival circuit. "It's played in four
festivals," he said. "One in Italy. One in Germany. One in Sweden, And one in Toronto in the youth arm of
the Toronto Film Festival. Each of those festivals were judged by juries of actual teenagers. In four festivals
in a row it's won first prize. It's been a great experience for me. I've gotten to see the world for free and in
every place I've gotten to talk to young people about it. In Vegas they're doing a test market in Regal
Cinemas, which will start Sept. 19. And then they'll see how it does in theaters. Hopefully, they'll be able to
platform it to other markets from there."
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CAA, UTA, WMA, ICM, Endeavor, others in a talent agency battle royale
CAA looks to be the heavyweight champ this movie season.
By John Horn
Los Angeles Times Staff Writer
July 3, 2008
HOLLYWOOD IS all about bragging rights: who has the biggest box-office returns, the largest market share, the most Oscar nominations. Talent agents love the glory as much as anyone
but generally prefer to keep the spotlight on their clients.
So we've decided to do the back-slapping for them.
As much as they say they dislike reading about themselves, agents very much have been in the news recently. While it's unclear if the Screen Actors Guild will go on strike and prompt a
complete work stoppage, the agencies are still hurting from the recent 100-day Writers Guild of America labor dispute, which forced many to reduce staff, drop lesser clients and forgo
bonuses.
Because most movie studios planned for the possibility of a SAG walkout this summer, they front-loaded their film production schedules and committed very few dollars to making
movies in the year's second half, leaving agents scrambling to find their clients work.
At the same time, skirmishes among the town's five top agencies have been escalating, with a prominent agent or an important client switching sides nearly every week.
More worrisome to all talent agencies are the numerous A-list actors who no longer have agents at all, a list that includes Emile Hirsch (who left United Talent Agency as soon as "Speed
Racer" bombed) and "Iron Man's" Gwyneth Paltrow (who is no longer being represented by Creative Artists Agency).
As the year's most important -- and competitive -- moviegoing season, the summer provides a perfect period to measure the agents' true clout. We've selected 25 of what we consider
to be the summer's highest-profile films and analyzed which agencies currently represent the key creative talent in each movie.
Admittedly, it's a tremendously subjective exercise: Who says the upcoming "X-Files" movie is more worthy than "Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2"? Well, we do. And isn't Sigourney
Weaver's voice a critical ingredient of "Wall-E"? Sadly, not by our reckoning. "Hancock's" Jason Bateman makes the cut, but not "Wanted's" Morgan Freeman? We've seen both movies,
and that's our ruling. And shed a tear for producers too, none of whom qualified because our focus rests on directors, writers and actors.
Given their instinctive fierceness, the agencies have tried their best to apply pressure and influence the outcome any way they can. One dutifully (if not morbidly) pointed out that CAA
shouldn't get credit for representing Heath Ledger, as "The Dark Knight" star is no longer alive. Another went to bat for a client's blink-and-you'll-miss-her cameo in "Sex and the City."
Several argued that writer-director clients should get two votes for fulfilling two jobs. We saw it differently.
Because so many agents and clients have changed addresses in the last few months, the agency that helped put key pieces in one summer movie may receive hardly any credit for it
under our rules if the agency no longer represents those people. UTA, for example, once handled some of the linchpins in Aug. 15's "Tropic Thunder." But since writer-director Ben Stiller
and costar Jack Black recently left UTA for Endeavor, the latter agency grabs our vote. And because Black is also the lead voice in "Kung Fu Panda," Endeavor collects not one but two
points in our accounting.
Even multiple tallies such as that, however, can only narrow -- but not close -- the gap between the dominant CAA and everyone else. As any studio executive or film producer will tell
you, CAA's authority is unrivaled. What's surprising about this poll is not that Endeavor landed in second (as it has been steadily rounding up and launching topclients), but how close
everyone else is. International Creative Management, which has lost a number of agents and clients over the last few months, still has a surprisingly strong showing thanks to its literary
department.
john.horn@latimes.com
Accounting for bragging rights
A tally of talent agency clients in the summer's 25 highest-profile films, listing the key creative people in each film. The five major agencies listed are the Creative Artists Agency (CAA), the
United Talent Agency (UTA), the William Morris Agency (WMA), International Creative Management (ICM) and Endeavor.
-- John Horn
"The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian"
William Moseley, actor...UTA
Andrew Adamson, writer-director...UTA
Christopher Markus, writer...UTA
Stephen McFeely, writer...UTA
Anna Popplewell, actor...CAA
Skandar Keynes, actor...Endeavor
Georgie Henley, actor...Hamilton Hodell
Ben Barnes, actor...ICM
"The Dark Knight"
Maggie Gyllenhaal, actor...CAA
Chris Nolan, writer-director...CAA
David S. Goyer, writer...CAA
Christian Bale, actor...Endeavor
Jonathan Nolan, writer...UTA
"Get Smart"
Anne Hathaway, actor...CAA
Pete Segal, director...CAA
Steve Carell, actor...Endeavor
Matt Ember, writer...Endeavor
Tom Astle, writer...ICM
Dwayne Johnson, actor...UTA
"Hancock"
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Vy Vincent Ngo, writer...ICM
Vince Gilligan, writer...ICM
Will Smith, actor...CAA
Pete Berg, director...Endeavor
Jason Bateman, actor...UTA
Charlize Theron, actor...No agent
"Hellboy II: The Golden Army"
Selma Blair, actor...CAA
Guillermo del Toro, writer-director...Endeavor
Ron Perlman, actor...No agent
"The Happening"
Zooey Deschanel, actor...CAA
M. Night Shyamalan, writer-director... CAA
Mark Wahlberg, actor...Endeavor
"The Incredible Hulk"
Tim Roth, actor...CAA
Zak Penn, writer...CAA
Edward Norton, actor...Endeavor
Louis Leterrier, director...Endeavor
Liv Tyler, actor...UTA
" Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull"
Cate Blanchett, actor...CAA
Steven Spielberg, director...CAA
David Koepp, writer...CAA
Jeff Nathanson, writer...CAA
Shia LaBeouf, actor...Endeavor
Karen Allen, actor...Paradigm
Harrison Ford, actor...UTA
George Lucas, writer...No agent
"Iron Man"
Jeff Bridges, actor...CAA
Robert Downey Jr., actor...CAA
Jon Favreau, director...CAA
Mark Fergus, writer...CAA
Hawk Ostby, writer...CAA
Art Marcum, writer...ICM
Matt Holloway, writer...ICM
Gwyneth Paltrow...No agent
"Journey to the Center of the Earth."
Jennifer Flackett, writer...Endeavor
Mark Levin, writer...Endeavor
Brendan Fraser, actor...WMA
Eric Brevig, director...WMA
Michael Weiss, writer...Original Artists
"Kung Fu Panda"
Jack Black, actor...Endeavor
Mark Osborne, director...Endeavor
Jonathan Aibel, writer...Endeavor
Glenn Berger, writer...Endeavor
Ethan Reiff, writer...WMA
Cyrus Voris, writer...WMA
John Stevenson, director...CAA
"The Love Guru"
Mike Myers, writer-actor...CAA
Marco Schnabel, director...CAA
Graham Gordy, writer...CAA
Jessica Alba, actor...Endeavor
"Mamma Mia!"
Pierce Brosnan, actor...CAA
Colin Firth, actor...CAA
Meryl Streep, actor...CAA
Phyllida Lloyd, director...CAA
Stellan Skarsgård, actor...ICM
Amanda Seyfried, actor...Innovative Artists
Catherine Johnson, writer...The Agency
"Meet Dave"
Rob Greenberg, writer...ICM
Bill Corbett, writer...ICM
Brian Robbins, director...UTA
Elizabeth Banks, actor...UTA
Eddie Murphy, actor...WMA
"The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor"
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Brendan Fraser, actor...WMA
Rob Cohen, director...WMA
Alfred Gough, writer...WMA
Miles Millar, writer...WMA
Maria Bello, actor...CAA
"Pineapple Express"
Seth Rogen, writer-actor...UTA
Evan Goldberg, writer-actor...UTA
Judd Apatow, writer...UTA
Danny McBride, actor...CAA
David Gordon Green, director...CAA
James Franco, actor...Endeavor
"Sex and the City"
Sarah Jessica Parker, actor...CAA
Michael Patrick King, writer-director...CAA
Kristin Davis, actor...WMA
Cynthia Nixon, actor...WMA
Kim Cattrall, actor...ICM
"Speed Racer"
Larry Wachowski, writer-director...WMA
Andy Wachowski, writer-director...WMA
Christina Ricci, actor...ICM
Emile Hirsch, actor...No agent
"Step Brothers"
Will Ferrell, writer-actor...CAA
John C. Reilly, writer-actor...CAA
Adam McKay, writer-director...Endeavor
"Tropic Thunder"
Jay Baruchel, actor...CAA
Robert Downey Jr., actor...CAA
Brandon T. Jackson, actor...CAA
Jack Black, actor...Endeavor
Ben Stiller, writer-director-actor...Endeavor
Etan Cohen, writer...ICM
Justin Theroux, writer...UTA
"Wall-E"
Andrew Stanton, director...No agent
"Wanted"
James McAvoy, actor...WMA
Timur Bekmambetov, director...WMA
Michael Brandt, writer...WMA
Derek Haas, writer...WMA
Chris Morgan, writer...ICM
Angelina Jolie...No agent
"What Happens in Vegas"
Cameron Diaz, actor...CAA
Ashton Kutcher, actor...CAA
Tom Vaughan, director...CAA
Dana Fox, writer...WMA
"The X Files: I Want to Believe"
David Duchovny, actor...ICM
Chris Carter, writer-director...ICM
Gillian Anderson, actor...CAA
Frank Spotnitz, writer...Endeavor
"You Don't Mess With the Zohan"
Emmanuelle Chriqui, actor...Endeavor
Adam Sandler, writer-actor...Endeavor
Dennis Dugan, director...UTA
Judd Apatow, writer...UTA
Robert Smigel, writer...CAA
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Journey to the Center of the Earth
A Warner Bros. release of a New Line Cinema presentation, in association with Walden Media.
Produced by Charlotte Huggins, Beau Flynn. Executive producers, Toby Emmerich, Brendan Fraser,
Mark McNair, Tripp Vinson. Co-producers, Douglas Jones, Alex Schwartz, Mylan Stepanovich, Evan
Turner, Cale Boyter, Michael Disco. Directed by Eric Brevig. Screenplay, Michael Weiss, Jennifer
Flackett, Mark Levin.
Trevor Anderson - Brendan Fraser
Hannah - Anita Briem
Sean Anderson - Josh Hutcherson

By JOHN ANDERSON
With a principal cast of only three, the new 3-D “Journey to the Center of the Earth” probably
has the highest screams-per-capita ratio in the history of action-adventure pics, and a better
thrill-per-minute deal than most. Visual-effects vet and debuting helmer Eric Brevig makes
clever use of the 1864 Jules Verne novel and its fantastical, subterranean wonderland, and
fortunately has on hand thesp Brendan Fraser -- whose mission in Hollywood seems to be to
humanize the most f/x-besotted adventure. Boisterous action, 3-D visuals and equal doses of
humor and chills should rocket the deep-dwelling tale into strong B.O. orbit.
From space travel to submarines, the writings of French sci-fi pioneer Verne predicted much of what
would be discovered and invented in coming years. But “Journey to the Center of the Earth” was
uncharacteristically wrong about ... well, everything, but especially the Earth’s interior, which Verne
imagined as a realm of dinosaurs and secret oceans, and a maze of natural phenomena.
Henry Levin’s 1959 adaptation featured pop idol Pat Boone (singing and shirtless), an operatic Arlene
Dahl and the campiest-ever performance by the great James Mason. Levin moved the story from
Hamburg to Edinburgh, added a subplot in which the explorers were being pursued by rivals and
otherwise followed the Verne-ian itinerary -- heroes enter the Earth in Iceland, experience the terrible,
the perilous and the prehistoric, and emerge happily in Italy.
Following a mercifully updated script by Michael Weiss, Jennifer Flackett and Mark Levin, Brevig puts
the Verne book itself in the hands of hero Trevor Anderson (Fraser), an American professor and
seismological prophet, whose brother Maxwell disappeared mysteriously some years earlier.
When Max’s son, Sean (Josh Hutcherson) -- predictably, a miserable, materialistic and bored adolescent
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-- comes to visit for 10 days, he brings along a box of Max’s papers. Inside is a copy of “Journey to the
Center of the Earth,” with notes indicating Max’s Verne-ish theory that volcanic tubes -- bypassing the
magma one would expect to find below the surface -- could provide entree to the core of the planet. Like
every “Journey” hero, Trevor impulsively drops everything and heads for Iceland, taking along the
13-year-old he’s supposed to be babysitting.
Fraser is an interesting commodity: Good-looking, charming and possessed of great comic timing, he
seems capable of doing it all (see “The Quiet American”) and is certainly a refreshing ingredient in
“Journey,” which could have dispensed with humanity altogether in its headlong pursuit of CG
pyrotechnics. What the film needs -- the book had it, and the 1959 film had it inadvertently -- is humor,
which Fraser provides. That’s a lot more than one gets from the stiffly Scandinavian Anita Briem, who
looks beautiful, much like a glacier.
Conveniently, Briem’s character, Hannah, is a mountain guide whose late father was, like Max, a
“Vernian” -- someone who believed Verne was writing fact rather than elaborate fiction. Hannah finds
this all very embarrassing but agrees to take Trevor and Sean to the mouth of the volcano for 5,000
kroner a day. One anticipates the frostiness between Trevor and Hannah will thaw, which it does, as
Sean looks on with adolescent envy/yearning/disgruntlement. But it takes a while.
In the meantime, the trio perform alternately dangerous and ridiculous feats of derring-do -- jumping
into a couple of handcars on a decrepit mining rail line, by which they plummet miles below sea level to
a jewel-encrusted cavern floored with fragile muscovite. This, of course, collapses spectacularly, after
several seconds of will-it-or-won’t-it, sending our heroes to even greater depths. There, they find
carnivorous plants, “Alien”-like fish and Tyrannosaurus Rex. Who knew?
What “Journey to the Center of the Earth” emphasizes is how technology ends up dictating content:
Helmer Brevig seems compelled to remind us, now and again, that we’re in 3-D, so something flies at
our faces for no apparent reason except to justify the ad budget. It’s ornamental, gimmicky and wholly
unnecessary in a film where the narrative and 2-D effects would have been absorbing enough on their
own.
A more unavoidable obstacle here is that there’s not much in the way of plot -- the story is in the tour
through the labyrinthian intimacies of inner Earth. As such, it’s an f/x wizard’s dream, and Brevig
makes the most of it.
Production values are first-rate.
With: Seth Meyers, Jean-Michel Pare, Jane Wheeler, Frank Fontaine, Giancarlo Caltabiano, Kaniehtiio
Horn, Garth Gilker.
Camera (Deluxe color, 3-D), Chuck Shuman; editors, Paul Martin Smith, Dirk Westervelt, Steven
Rosenblum; music, Andrew Lockington; music supervisor, Lindsay Fellows; production designer,
David Sandefur; supervising art director, Michele Laliberte; art directors, Jean Kazemirchuk, Real
Proulx; set designers, Maryse De Lottinville, Celine Lampron, Felix Lariviere-Charron, Guy Pigeon,
Luci S. Tremblay; costume designer, Mario Davignon; sound (Dolby Digital/SDDS/DTS), Louis
Marion, Pascal Beaudin; supervising sound editors, Tim Nielsen, Bill Sheppard; sound designer,
Nielsen; re-recording mixers, Mark Berger, Dean Giammarco, Sheppard; visual effects supervisor,
Christopher Townsend; visual effects editor/3-D consultant, Ed W. Marsh; visual effects, Meteor
Studios, Mokko Studio, Rodeo, Frantic Films; digital visual effects, Hybride; stunt coordinators, Marc
Desourdy, Patrick Kerton; assistant director, Sean Dwyer; second unit director, David Dozoretz; second
unit camera, Bernard Couture; casting, Elisabeth Rudolph. MPAA Rating: PG. Reviewed at Clarity
screening room, Beverly Hills, June 25, 2008. (In Los Angeles Film Festival -- Family Day Screenings
& Events.) Running time: 92 MIN.
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DiCaprio to play with 'Atari'
Hecker, Sherman pitch biopic about Bushnell
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Paramount Pictures has snapped up a pitch titled “Atari,” with Leonardo DiCaprio attached to star.
Written by Brian Hecker and Craig Sherman, project is a biopic about entrepreneur Nolan Bushnell, the
creator of Atari and one of the founding fathers of the vidgame industry.
Bushnell and Ted Dabney founded Atari in 1972 and were instrumental in bringing arcade games, home
vidgame consoles and home computers to the masses. Among the company’s contributions were Pong
and the Atari 2600.
DiCaprio will produce via his Appian Way shingle.
Although Bushnell’s life rights had long been pursued by various suitors, Hecker and Craig Sherman
persuaded the gaming pioneer that they could do his unique story justice.
Hecker most recently wrote and directed “Bart Got a Room,” which played at the Tribeca Film Festival.
DiCaprio is shooting Martin Scorsese’s “Shutter Island” for the studio. His Warner Bros.-based Appian
shingle has a number of projects set up including “Blink” at Universal and “Akira” at Warners.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117987072.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
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Leonardo DiCaprio to star in 'Atari'
Tale about the godfather of video game industry
By Borys Kit and Jay A. Fernandez
June 6, 2008, 09:19 PM
Leonardo DiCaprio has more fake IDs than Fletch.
The ubiquitous actor-producer has just become attached to star in "Atari," a pitch that writers
Brian Hecker and Craig Sherman sold to Paramount on Friday about the godfather of the
video game industry, Nolan Bushnell. DiCaprio's Appian Way shingle is producing the
biopic, which the filmmakers hope will play with elements from "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington" and "Tucker."
Bushnell was an engineering student, puzzle-lover and game enthusiast (chess, Go, early
computer games) who went from fixing broken pinball machines to launching Atari Corp., a
video game manufacturer, in the early '70s. Its first product was a little game called Pong that
transfixed kids in suburban rec rooms across the country and led to hundreds of millions of
dollars worth of video game sales. Within a few years, he sold the company to Warner
Communications for $28 million.
During the next three decades, Bushnell started many other tech ventures and also created
Chuck E. Cheese's Pizza Time Theaters.
Bushnell is only the latest real-life personality in which DiCaprio has found grist for his
creative mill. The Oscar-nominated actor has inhabited author Tobias Wolff ("This Boy's
Life"), poets Jim Carroll ("The Basketball Diaries") and Arthur Rimbaud ("Total Eclipse"),
master counterfeiter Frank Abagnale Jr. ("Catch Me If You Can") and aviator-recluse Howard
Hughes ("The Aviator"). He's also attached to films in development about flashy Wall Street
felon Jordan Belfort and James Bond creator Ian Fleming.
Hecker and Sherman write together and independently. Hecker wrote and directed the
Tribeca comedy "Bart Got a Room," which stars William H. Macy and Cheryl Hines, while
Sherman wrote a biopic screenplay of 1920s college football coach Pop Warner. The duo
are repped by Original Artists.
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Fox Atomic nabs 'Surrogate' adaptation
Ralph Winter to produce Mackel thriller
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Fox Atomic has snapped up Kathryn Mackel's novel "The Surrogate" for Ralph Winter to produce
through his Fox-based Winter Road banner.
Thriller revolves around a couple who hire a surrogate to carry their child and find out mid-term that the
surrogate is insane. Rod and Bruce Taylor ("The Brave One") are penning the screenplay.
Winter Road's Susana Zepeda is also producing alongside Robin Guthrie and Deborah Giarratana.
Twentieth Century Fox recently acquired Alan McElroy's spec "Man and Wife" for Winter Road to
produce.
Mackel, whose novels also include "Vanished" and "The Hidden," has pioneered the supernatural
subgenre known as "Christian chillers."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117984083.html
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DreamWorks orders 'C.O.D.'
Studio pre-emptively purchases thriller
By DAVE MCNARY
DreamWorks has preemptively purchased Lars Jacobson’s “C.O.D.” action-thriller spec and set it up
with Barry Josephson of Josephson Entertainment and Neal Flaherty of Royal Prospect.
The deal closed Saturday.
Story centers on a New York City bike messenger who becomes a puppet in an assassin’s deadly game,
forced to deliver bombs to save his family’s life. A female FBI agent with a vendetta against the villain
must work outside the system to catch the messenger and solve the case before it takes on global
implications.
Josephson produced “Enchanted” and is currently in production on “They Came From Upstairs” for
Fox. Josephson Entertainment VP Danica Radovanov will exec produce.
Jacobson also wrote, co-directed and co-produced horror thriller “Baby Blues,” with Amardeep Kaleka.
Andy Meyer is also producing. That film recently secured domestic distribution with Allumination
Filmworks and foreign with Epic Pictures.
Flaherty and Jacobson met last year during the filming of “Baby Blues” in Georgia and began
developing “C.O.D.” together.
Jacobson’s repped by Original Artists.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117982805.html
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Myriad draws up first pic from 407
Comic-based 'Hybrid' to shoot mid-2008
By TATIANA SIEGEL
The recently formed partnership between Myriad Pictures and comicbook creators Studio 407 has
yielded its first project. Myriad will make a live-action film based on the Studio 407 property "Hybrid."
Story revolves around vacationing college students who come across what appears to be an abandoned
trawler while on a sailing trip. They soon discover it is the nest of a mutant creature, born of
environmental abuse, who "fishes" for humans in the open water. Project is out to directors.
Peter Kwong, who penned the comicbook -- which publishes in June -- will write the screenplay.
Myriad is eyeing a mid-2008 start date. Film will be shot in Southeast Asia off the coast of Thailand.
Myriad's Kirk D'Amico and Studio 407's Alex Leung are producing.
"We're excited about the new project and feel it has the marketing potential and appeal to be a great
horror franchise," D'Amico said.
Financing, production and worldwide sales outfit Myriad's upcoming projects include Dario Argento's
"The Mother of Tears" and Gillian Armstrong's "Death Defying Acts," starring Catherine Zeta-Jones
and Guy Pearce.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117979090.html
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Myriad, 407 on drawing board
By Gregg Goldstein
Dec 5, 2007
Producer-financier Myriad Pictures has signed a first-look deal to create live-action features
based on books from new comic publisher Studio 407.
The deal also will allow Myriad to create graphic novels or comics based on the features.
Bangkok-based Studio 407 will relocate its U.S. staff to Myriad's Santa Monica headquarters
with guidance from Myriad CEO Kirk D'Amico.
In its first year of operations, Studio 407 has developed three projects due for release in
early 2008: The "Tiger and Crane" series is a fictionalized series of World War II adventures
based on the life of martial arts folk hero Wong Fei Hung; "Night and Fog" explores a military
experiment on a remote island gone awry that turns the locals into monsters; and "Hybrid"
follows four vacationing college students who discover an ancient fishing trawler that holds a
hideous secret.
Studio 407 is run by managing director Alex Leung, who describes his animation style as a
mix of American and Asian elements for an international genre audience.
Original Artists repped Studio 407 in the deal. Leung's manager is Jonathan Hung.
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Myriad pacts with Studio 407
First-look deal covers live-action features
By TATIANA SIEGEL, DAVE MCNARY
Myriad Pictures has inked a first-look deal with comicbook creator Studio 407 for feature-length
live-action pics.
Under the pact, Myriad also has the option to use Studio 407 to supervise the development and
production of graphic novels or comicbooks based on Myriad properties.
Launched a year ago, Studio 407 is based in Bangkok and the U.S. and run by managing director Alex
Leung. As part of the Myriad deal, Studio 407's U.S. staff will work out of Myriad's Santa Monica
offices.
Studio 407 will launch a debut slate of comics in early 2008 that includes titles "Tiger and Crane,"
"Night and Fog" and "Hybrid." The company's content is described by Leung as "East meets West,"
with traditional American and Asian art and story elements.
"We are always looking for new properties and fresh ideas that will translate into marketable film
properties," Myriad prexy-CEO Kirk D'Amico said. "When I met Alex and his team, I was very
impressed by the quality of the storytelling and the supporting visuals. ... Studio 407's properties are
primarily genre in nature and are the kind of product that appeals to the broadest moviegoing audience:
young males."
Myriad's credits include Dario Argento's "The Mother of Tears"; Gillian Armstrong's upcoming "Death
Defying Acts," starring Catherine Zeta-Jones and Guy Pearce; and the upcoming "All Hat." All three
films unspooled at this year's Toronto Film Festival.
Studio 407 is repped by Original Artists.
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Agencies bracing for bumpy ride
Film, TV work makes up 75% of revenues
By MICHAEL FLEMING
Even after only 48 hours, the effects of the writers strike are tangible in the agency world, where firms are implementing
plans to cut back overtime, travel and expenses.
One senior agent said that if 30 dealmakers there usually head to Sundance, perhaps one-third will make the trip this time.
There will be fewer lavish lunches at the Grill, not as many road trips, and more agents flying coach instead of business
class.
Brass from CAA, Endeavor, WMA, UTA and ICM all said they will try to avoid going further, hoping to sustain
themselves with revenue from divisions that include reality, sports, commercials, music touring and corporate consulting.
Actors will likely continue to be booked through the spring. Still, the major agencies rely on film and television work for
75% of their revenues, most of it derived from the scripted projects now in jeopardy.
Literary agents who usually work at a breakneck pace this time of year to book writers for pilots, feature assignments and
rewrites are now trying to figure out what to do since they suddenly are unable to shop their scribes or sell specs or
pitches.
And agents who sell books say they are unsure whether studios will buy them when they are unable to attach writers.
"Of course we hope that both sides can come to a fair deal very soon," Paradigm chairman Sam Gores said. "I do believe
that in the case of major agencies, when times are good, employers get much of the benefit of the upside, therefore in
tough times we need to weather as much of the downside as possible and make sure that no one misses a paycheck or loses
their job."
That hardly means that agents aren't anxious, even angry, about the strike. For one thing, key sticking points in the
negotiations with producers -- residuals for new media and homevid sales -- is revenue that agents are precluded from
commissioning.
UTA was the first agency to institute a program in which dealmakers making six and seven-figure salaries are deferring
20% of their paychecks to build a fund that will prevent layoffs. Though the program was slated to begin Nov. 1, UTA has
now targeted January as the date paychecks will be affected. ICM held back a week's paycheck from staffers for the same
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purposes. Other agencies say they will keep their options open.
Riding it out
While major agencies have reason to hope their diversified revenue streams get them through a rough patch, boutique lit
agencies are more vulnerable. Several of those independent agents said they have little choice but to wait it out.
"You can't solicit work or sell ideas, but we also represent director clients and have gotten more into representing films for
distribution, books, graphic novels, setting up film properties for remakes," said Jordan Bayer, who with co-owner Matt
Leipzig operates Original Artists, a 14-year-old boutique that reps about 50 writers and directors. "You shift your focus a
bit by necessity, and you continue to represent and bolster your writers. And you have to be mindful of expenses. But our
volume was up this year, and we tried to plan well for this possibility."
Several lit agents describe their days since the strike as almost surreal as they search for ways to keep busy.
UTA sent its agent trainees around with 60 dozen baked cookies for strikers on picket lines. Some lit agents will be
encouraged to fill spare time getting involved in new media and reality divisions, which have small staffs and have become
suddenly busy.
Others are being encouraged to spend their downtime watching movies and courting new clients.
Adding to the confusion of the past few days is the conflicting correspondence reps are receiving from the WGA and
studios. After a volley of stern studio notices warning them of breach-of-contract violations for writers submitting their
work to the WGA's Script Validation Program, agents are now getting letters from studios warning that director clients
will breach their contracts if they refuse to cross WGA picket lines or if hyphenates refuse to veer from existing scripts, as
the WGA has instructed them not to do.
Studios are indemnifying the hyphenates from any guild fines, but talent is understandably concerned with how their
standing will be affected.
"I'm telling the directors to meet their commitments," one dealmaker said. "As for the writers, if they've got a script that's
a year or two old, go ahead and send it. But if you are working on a fresh project with a reveal to it, don't you dare."
From the sound of things, all the agencies will test their pain thresholds.
Of the majors, CAA is surprisingly listed as most vulnerable because of its sheer size, and the costs of its new headquarters
and sports business.
Despite rumors, the agency said it has no plans for layoffs or to cut back on bonuses. The real pain, say agents, will be
felt next year. One senior lit agent said Warner Bros. recently brought in 42 script drafts in a two-day period, and every
studio was that busy trying to hone scripts.
No matter how quickly the WGA strike is settled or whether the DGA and SAG make deals without rancor, studios that
blew through fiscal year budgets to line 2008 and 2009 slates will spend less next year.
That reality has some agents resentful as they watch millionaire writers on picket lines.
"Not one of my big writer clients was in favor of this strike, and yet the media doesn't challenge the WGA's claim that
90% of its membership wanted a strike," said a veteran dealmaker. "You feel like there's a mob mentality here that can be
likened to how people felt going into the war in Iraq."
Another senior agent estimated that current studio residual payouts are around $55 million, and that if the studios upped
that by 20%, the writers would be overjoyed.
"Even if they doubled that figure, when you share that cost between signatory companies, it would be less than they spend
on a G-4 jet or even what they spend to redecorate the offices of top executives," the agent said. "Studios are being piggish,
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and when you look at the spillover effect, and how many businesses from messengers to florists will be decimated, the cost
just doesn't justify the pain."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117975481.html
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Paramount, Fincher catch 'Killer'
'Zodiac' director to take on graphic novel
By MICHAEL FLEMING
Paramount Pictures has acquired graphic novel "The Killer" and will develop it as a directing vehicle for David Fincher.
Pic will be produced by Brad Pitt's Plan B Entertainment and Alexandra Milchan.
Allesandro Camon will write the script, about a top assassin suddenly plagued by his conscience and a highly competent
cop hot on his tail.
The graphic novel was written by Matz, whose real name is Alexis Nolent. The author works for Ubisoft, one of France's
biggest videogame companies. Luc Jacamon illustrated the novel, which was originally published in France in 1988 by
Casterman and debuted in the U.S. as a 10-issue series published by Archaia Studio Press.
"The Killer" puts Fincher in line to make his third recent film for Paramount, where he helmed "Zodiac" and recently
wrapped "The Curious Case of Benjamin Button." Latter film stars Pitt, with whom Fincher first worked on "Seven."
Camon is currently at work for Par adapting Robert Ludlum thriller novel "The Chancellor Manuscript."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117975225.html
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Act of 'Mercy' for Sony
Studio, Smith buy Bloom script
By GABRIEL SNYDER
Will Smith's Overbrook banner and Sony have purchased Steve Bloom spec script "Sisters of Mercy"
for mid-six figures.
Smith and James Lassiter are producing for Overbrook along with Alex Siskin, who brought the project
to the shingle.
Story follows a widower father who is rescued after his wife's death by members of her book club, who
soon begin running his life with their advice on parenting and dating.
Overbrook's latest title, Smith starrer "The Pursuit of Happyness," has grossed $126 million
domestically.
Bloom's previous credits include "James and the Giant Peach" and "Tall Tale: The Unbelievable
Adventures of Pecos Bill," both for Disney.
He is repped by Original Artists and Meyer Management. Overbrook is repped by CAA.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117957371.html
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Dimension docks in Loucka's 'Boathouse'
Softley to helm, co-produce supernatural thriller
By GABRIEL SNYDER
With femmes fueling the fright biz, Dimension Films is looking to revamp the sex thriller genre by
snapping up David Loucka pitch "The Boathouse."
Iain Softley is aboard to direct and will produce with his partner Sarah Curtis through their Forthcoming
Prods. banner along with Ehren Kruger and Daniel Bobker.
Supernatural thriller centers on a mysterious young woman whose new beau discovers that her past
lovers died under suspicious circumstances. He begins to suspect she may be cursed.
"The Boathouse" is a "standout horror story, a scary film that explores sexual seduction in a way that
the genre rarely braves to do," Kruger said.
Softley is prepping to start production on New Line's "Inkheart" later this fall. Past helming credits
include "The Skeleton Key," which Kruger penned and he and Bobker produced.
Loucka's spec "Dream House" was recently set up at Universal by Bobker/Kruger Films.
Softley is repped by ICM, while Loucka is repped by Original Artists.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117952291.html
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'Conspiracy' at Lifetime
Cabler in talks with Fox for hour-long drama
By DENISE MARTIN

Women's network Lifetime has greenlit the cast-contingent pilot "Conspiracy," a drama from Tim Bogart and Gary
Randall.
Cabler is negotiating with Fox TV Studio to produce the one-hour, a suspense thriller set at a Washington, D.C., law
firm.
Bogart, who wrote the WB pilot "Chasing Gold," will write the pilot script and exec produce alongside Randall
(Lifetime's "A Little Thing Called Murder").
"Conspiracy" centers on a young attorney who, after winning a highly publicized case for a large pharmaceutical
company, learns she was given falsified documents and her client was guilty. Her own life is in danger when she
discovers her prestigious law firm is to blame.
Project is one of four pilots in contention for a series pickup at Lifetime.
Others are "State of Mind," starring Lili Taylor as a therapist whose personal problems are bigger than those of her
patients, from Greer Shephard, Michael M. Robin and Amy Bloom; "Army Wives," starring Kim Delaney and
Catherine Bell as two of several wives living on the same Army base, from Mark Gordon and Katherine Fugate; and
"Side Order of Life," a drama from Margaret Nagle, Bruce Cohen and Dan Jinks about a woman who re-examines her
life after a close friend is diagnosed with cancer (Daily Variety, Aug. 21).
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Lifetime programming topper Susanne Daniels has said she plans to pick up a fifth one-hour pilot before the end of
the year. Frosh crime procedural "Angela's Eyes" has not yet been renewed.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117950822.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts. Subscribe today!
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Par sold on 'Swingles'
Studio nabs Birmingham's spec script
By CHRIS GARDNER

Paramount Pictures has swung a deal for Duncan Birmingham's spec script "Swingles" for studio-based Kevin Misher
to produce.
Romantic comedy concerns a woman and a man forced to become each other's "wingman." Misher is producing
through his Par-based Misher Films. Shingle exec Patrick Baker brought the script into the company.
Birmingham's previous work includes deals to write "Low & Inside" for Marc Platt Prods. and "M.I.L.F." for A
Thousand Words. "Swingles" marks the scribe's first spec sale. He also recently finished his novel "Hacksville," about a
womanizing writer who falls in love with the blind tree-sitter about whom he's struggling to write a movie-of-theweek.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117947260.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts. Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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Par picks up 'Swingles' spec
Tatiana Siegel and Borys Kit
July 21, 2006
Paramount Pictures has ac-quired the spec "Swingles" by Duncan Birmingham. Kevin Misher will
produce the romantic comedy through his Par-based Misher Films shingle.
The story centers on a bachelor who is dumped by his wingman and teams with a sharp-tongued
woman he can't stand in order to meet singles.
The project marks the first spec sale for Birmingham, who said he concocted the idea for "Swin-gles"
after "too many nights spent in karaoke bars."
He added: "I wanted to write a hip romantic comedy about swingers who are anything but romantic. I
wanted to write a film I would go see, and I hate romantic comedies."
Paramount's Ed Goemans and Pam Abdy are overseeing for the studio. Patrick Baker brought the script
into Misher Films.
Birmingham, who started as a writer's assistant on Showtime's "Queer as Folk," was tapped to write
"Low & Inside" for Marc Platt Prods. and "M.I.L.F." for Thousand Words.
He also recently finished his first novel, "Hacksville," about a womanizing writer who falls obsessively
in love with the selfless, blind tree-sitter that he's struggling to write about for a movie of the week.
He is repped by Matt Leipzig and Jordan Bayer at Original Artists and manager Ragna Nervik.
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Del Toro takes horror 'Call'
Tatiana Siegel
April 21, 2006
Guillermo del Toro has come on board to executive produce Jorge Olguin's horror film "The Call of the
Sea."
The film, which marks Chilean helmer Olguin's third feature, stars Leonor Varela ("Innocent Voices")
and Santiago Cabrera ("Empire"). Chile Films is financing.
Penned by Olguin, "Call of the Sea" is based on a legend about a ghost ship that navigates the cold
waters of a mysterious Chilean island in search of the souls of local fisherman. The story centers on a
marine biologist (Varela) who discovers that many of the legends are related to her family's past.
Del Toro became involved in the project after reading the screenplay and deciding that the film was an
important entrant in the Latin American horror/fantasy oeuvre.
A pioneer of the Latin American horror/fantasy film, Olguin's credits include 2000's "Angel negro" and
2002's "Sangre eterna," which revolves around a group of teenagers who become addicted to a vampire
role-playing game.
"Call of the Sea" will feature elements of magic and fantasy using state-of-the-art digital CGI effects,
models and special effects makeup.
Olguin is repped by Original Artists and manager Dave Brown of Benderspink.
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Helmer gets 'Dream House'
Uni taps Van Looy to direct supernatural thriller
By DAVE MCNARY

Universal has tapped Belgian helmer Erik Van Looy ("The Memory of a Killer") to direct supernatural thriller "Dream
House," set up with Ehren Kruger and Daniel Bobker under their Bobker/Kruger banner.
Studio launched development of "Dream House" last summer via a preemptive deal for David Loucka's spec. Story
centers on a man moving his family into what first appears to be an ideal country residence, followed by a series of
ominous occurrences.
Stokely Chaffin will be exec producer on "Dream House."
Sony Classics released "The Memory of a Killer" last year in the United States after the pic - originally titled "The
Alzheimer Case" - was submitted as Belgium's foreign language Academy Awards entry.
Bobker/Kruger signed a term deal last year with Universal. Kruger wrote and Bobker produced Kate Hudson starrer
"The Skeleton Key" for U and "The Brothers Grimm." Kruger also scripted "The Ring" for DreamWorks.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117940307.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts. Subscribe today!
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NL hooks up with Bosnak for '20 Times'
Tatiana Siegel and Borys Kit
Feb 21, 2006
New Line Cinema has acquired Karyn Bosnak's upcoming novel "20 Times a Lady" for ContraFilm to
produce.
Bosnak became a mini-media sensation three years ago, gaining notoriety for her lack of credit card
restraint and creating a Web site begging for cash from the public. She wrote a book about her
experience, "Save Karyn: One Shopaholic's Journey to Debt and Back," and netted a movie deal that
saw her adapt her book for Sony-based Escape Artists.
Bosnak's new novel, which will be published in July by HarperCollins, centers on a woman who has hit
her sexual quota — 20 men — and decides to track down the other 19 guys, hoping to have overlooked
"the one." She will write the adaptation.
"When I told my mom what I was writing about, she was like, 'This one is fiction, right?' " Bosnak said.
"And while a lot of guys in the book may be based on ex-boyfriends or people I knew, all in all it is
fiction. I have yet to track down an old boyfriend."
Bosnak, who spent a year writing the book, said the idea came about when she was on the phone with
friends and began looking up on the Internet the past men in their lives. She thought it would be funny
to have a character track down every hookup in her past, not just boyfriends.
ContraFilm's Beau Flynn and Tripp Vinson are producing. Gitty Daneshvari brought the book into the
shingle.
New Line's Toby Emmerich, Mark Kaufman, Kathy Busby and Daryl Freimark are overseeing for the
studio.
Bosnak is repped by Original Artists and RLR & Associates.
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Touchstone courts drama
Affleck, Damon reunite at Disney
By MICHAEL FLEMING
Disney's Touchstone has made a deal for a pic based on a true story that will star Ben Affleck and Matt
Damon as lawyers who spent 15 years overturning a murder conviction.
The untitled drama will be scripted by Chris Murphey. Sean Bailey, who partners with Affleck and
Damon in LivePlanet, will produce with Amanda Stern and Fred Bodner. LivePlanet's Daniel Pipski
will exec produce.
Affleck will play Michael Banks and Damon will be J. Gordon Cooney, two lawyers at a Philadelphia
firm that took on a pro bono appeal that turned into a 15-year crusade. The lawyers won nine stays of
execution for death-row inmate John Thompson and finally got him exonerated of all charges.
The package was brought to LivePlanet's Bailey by Original Artists, and the Disney deal includes life
rights of the attorneys and Thompson. Also aboard as consultant is John Holloway, who has done
research for a book he's writing on the case. Touchstone's Brigham Taylor and Nina Jacobson will
shepherd the film.
Affleck and Damon last teamed in starring roles for the Kevin Smith-directed "Dogma." Though
LivePlanet was behind the Affleck-Damon produced "Project Greenlight," the legal drama is the first
developed specifically as a star vehicle for the duo.
LivePlanet is also mounting "Gone Baby Gone," a Miramax adaptation of the Dennis Lehane novel that
Affleck wrote and will direct in Boston this summer. Affleck will next be seen playing George
"Superman" Reeves in the Allen Coulter-directed "Hollywoodland."
Damon, coming off "Syriana," recently completed the Martin Scorsese-directed "The Departed," the
Robert De Niro-directed "The Good Shepherd" and is expected to reprise roles in sequels "The Bourne
Ultimatum" and "Ocean's Thirteen."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117937620.html
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Sony BMG inks 'Reggaeton'
1st feature from firm's film unit
Chris Morris
Jan 23, 2006
Sony BMG Music Entertainment has acquired the rights to "Reggaeton," an original screenplay by
Albert Lyon. The project will be produced by Sony BMG in conjunction with Jennifer Lopez's
Nuyorican Prods. through Sony BMG Film.
The feature will be the first produced by the music company's film division. Sony BMG Film was
established in the summer with the appointment of Sofia Sondervan as senior vp feature films.
"Reggaeton" will be produced by Lopez and Simon Fields for Nuyorican and by Sondervan. Nuyorican
head of development Janet Sales brought the project to Sony BMG Film. The deal was negotiated by
Andrew Ross on behalf of Sony BMG, Bob Wallerstein for Nuyorican and Matt Leipzig and Jordan
Bayer at Original Artists for Leon.
Leon's screenplay is the story of an aspiring 21-year-old hip-hop performer from the South Bronx who
is forced to flee to Puerto Rico after a run-in with local thugs. On the island, he finds love with a local
girl and becomes a rising star of reggaeton, the hybrid of hip-hop and reggae.
Sony BMG Music Entertainment's roster includes reggaeton artists Voltio, Calle 13, Alexis y Fido,
Zion y Lennox, John Eric and M.R.P.; the company also has a label deal with the Puerto Rican imprint
White Lion.
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The Egyptian Theater in Park City, UT Friday. Photo by indieWIRE

PARK CITY '06 BIZ DAILY: Buyer's Buzz On Day One;
"Sunshine" Selling; SonyBMG Goes For "Reggaeton"
Park city coverage presented by Little Miss Sunshine for your
consideration.
by Eugene Hernandez (January 21, 2006)

Thursday's clouds and snow gave way to blue skies and cool
temperatures Friday, the first full day of the Sundance Film
Festival screenings. And buyers in Park City got their first
taste of what this year's lineup has to offer. The widely
expected acquisition deal of the weekend is Jonathan Dayton
& Valerie Faris' "Little Miss Sunshine," starring Greg
Kinnear, Steve Carell, Toni Collette, and Alan Arkin, which
debuted Friday night during a rousing screening at the Eccles
Theater.
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ENTRIES
After a standing ovation, biz activity kicked into high gear with
immediate offers rumored to be in the millions of dollars. At
1:30 a.m. local time early Saturday morning, negotiations were
continuing and insiders told indieWIRE that an overnight deal
was possible, but one added, "I think it will be a long night." A
number of unnamed companies were said to be in the mix.
Cinetic is selling the film.
Shortly before a screening of Paul Rachman's "American
Hardcore" at the Holiday Village Friday afternoon, the heads
of two leading New York companies differed over Dito
Montiel's "A Guide to Recognizing Your Saints." The buyer
who had seen the film's first screening was quite high on the
movie, likening it to classic American cinema, while the other
-- merely relaying what a company deputy thought of the
movie -- was not as enthusiastic. The lesson? It's often quite
tough to gauge early industry reactions at market festivals like
Sundance. William Morris is handling the film.
Meanwhile, typing the word "Hadjii" into Google News (which
surveys 4,500 news sources) on Friday yielded only two links
(as of 9 p.m. Friday). If early reports are accurate, that will no
doubt change in the coming days when the media picks up on
the director/writer/actor's feature film, "Somebodies," a
Sundance dramatic competition entry that had its first
screening Friday afternoon. A few buyers were in attendance
for the film's debut and more are expected Saturday.
indieWIRE's critic Stephen Garrett described "Somebodies" as
"the story of a black slacker college student in Georgia
distracted from his future by a steady stream of liquor, sex and
dulled ambition" and called it a "diamond in the rough" with
standout performances, in a piece posted today. Other
leading reviewers are said to be pleased as well. A key
screening is set to kick-off the day at the Eccles Theater
Saturday, with a rep for the film telling indieWIRE tonight that
he expects an even larger group of buyers on hand for this
second showing, after Friday's well-received showing. William
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Keys (formerly of Film Movement) and attorney Michael
Linowes are handling sales.
Meanwhile back at the Holiday, the comprehensive hardcore
punk doc "American Hardcore" by Paul Rachman (a founder of
rival Park City fest, Slamdance), drew a number of buyers,
with Films Transit representing the doc. It's still very early on,
but one audience member asked Rachman if he would consider
traveling around the country to release the movie (as he did in
the making of the film). Certainly not against the D.I.Y.
approach, Rachman explained that he'd rather sell the movie.
"There is a huge built in audience for this film," he said, "In
each town [where we shot] we could do two weeks." Continuing
he added, "someone should be smart, but if they don't get it,
well..."
SonyBMG Sets First Feature Project
SonyBMG Films announced Friday a deal for the original
screenplay "Reggaeton," written by Albert Leon, with plans
to produce the project in conjunction with Jennifer Lopez's
Nuyorican Productions. The project, to be produce by Sofia
Sondervan for SonyBMG and Jennifer Lopez and Simon
Fields for Nuyorican, will mark the new company's first
feature. The film, driven by a genre of music that mixes
reggae and hip hop, is the story of "a talented 21-year-old
from the South Bronx whose dreams of hip-hop stardom are
dashed when a run-in with local thugs makes him flee the city
to hide in Puerto Rico with the father he never knew."
SonyBMG Music Entertainment maintains a stable of numerous
Reggaeton artists, including Voltio, Calle 13, Alexis y Fido, Zion
y Lennox, John Eric and M.R.P. and a label deal with the Puerto
Rican imprint, White Lion.
"'Reggaeton' is one of the most original scripts we've come
across since we launched this division," said Sofia Sondervan,
in a statement Friday. "We expect it will attract a top-notch
director and cast." A Spring '06 production start date is
anticipated for the movie, shooting in New York and Puerto
Rico.
Nuyorican's head of development Janet Sales brought the
script to SonyBMG and the deal was negotiated by Andrew Ross
for SonyBMG and Bob Wallerstein for Nuyorican and Matt
Leipzig and Jordan Bayer at Original Artists for writer
Albert Leon.
( posted on Jan 21, 2006 at 03:49AM | filed underFestival Dispatches, Lead Story, Park City )
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Hadjii, Somebodies, SonyBMG Films, Reggaeton, Albert Leon, Jennifer Lopez,
Nuyorican Productions, Sofia Sondervan
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SONY BMG Film Partners with Nuyorican Productions on Inaugural Feature Film Project, 'Reggaeton,'
from a Screenplay by Albert Leon
-- SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT today announced that the company has acquired all rights to "Reggaeton," an original
screenplay written by Albert Leon, and plans to produce the project, in conjunction with Jennifer Lopez's Nuyorican Productions, ...
-- SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT today announced that the company has acquired all rights to "Reggaeton," an original
screenplay written by Albert Leon, and plans to produce the project, in conjunction with Jennifer Lopez's Nuyorican Productions,
through the recently launched SONY BMG Film.
"Reggaeton," SONY BMG Film's first feature, will be produced by Jennifer Lopez and Simon Fields for Nuyorican Productions and by
Sofia Sondervan on behalf of SONY BMG Film.
Pic will be shot on location in New York and Puerto Rico with production expected to commence in Spring 2006.
"Reggaeton" is the story of Rob, a talented 21-year-old from the South Bronx whose dreams of hip-hop stardom are dashed when a
run-in with local thugs makes him flee the city to hide in Puerto Rico with the father he never knew. There he finds love with a
street-savvy local girl, CC, and discovers a new genre of music, a mix of hip-hop and reggae. The locals call it Reggaeton. Rob
partners with his half brother, a DJ, and together they make groundbreaking strides and are poised to become Reggaeton stars. But,
when a corrupt music producer "discovers" Rob and offers him a record deal that brings him and CC back to New York, a new conflict
threatens his romance and his budding career.
"'Reggaeton' is one of the most original scripts we've come across since we launched this division," said Sofia Sondervan. "We
expect it will attract a top-notch director and cast."
"This project is a great way to launch SONY BMG Film," said Andrew Lack, CEO, SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT.
"'Reggaeton' perfectly meets our mandate to develop features that create a compelling blend of music and film."
Jennifer Lopez commented, "This script is a perfect fit for us because not only is it a compelling story with great characters, but it also
combines two elements that are very close to my heart -- music and Puerto Rico."
"We are excited to be working with SONY BMG to bring this timely material to audiences," said Simon Fields. "The synergistic
relationship of our two companies makes this a very strong and exciting project."
Janet Sales, Nuyorican's head of development, brought "Reggaeton" to SONY BMG Film. The deal was negotiated by Andrew Ross
on behalf of SONY BMG, Bob Wallerstein for Nuyorican Productions and Matt Leipzig and Jordan Bayer at Original Artists for Albert
Leon.
SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT has a stable of Reggaeton artists including Voltio, Calle 13, Alexis y Fido, Zion y Lennox,
John Eric and M.R.P. as well as a label deal with the highly influential Puerto Rican imprint, White Lion.
SONY BMG Film, a division of SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT, was established in August of 2005 in order to develop,
finance, and produce music-related theatrical films.
Source: SONY BMG MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT
CONTACT: Cory Shields, +1-212-833-4647, or John McKay, +1-212-833-5520,
both of SONY BMG
Web site: http://www.bmg.com/
Press Release Source: http://www.media-press-release.com
If you have any questions regarding information within press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our
complete disclaimer appears here. - MediaPressRelease PDF Press Releases::Online visibility tool from MediaPressRelease
Media PR is an Media-Press-Release.com. ® publication - 2005-2006
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'House' deal locked up at U
Kruger, Bobker will produce thriller for studio
By MICHAEL FLEMING

Universal Pictures has made a preemptive $600,000 against $1 million deal for "Dream House," a supernatural
thriller spec by David Loucka.
Ehren Kruger and Daniel Bobker will produce under their Bobker/Kruger banner, which just signed a term deal at the
studio.
In "Dream House," a man moves his family into what appears to be the ideal residence in the country, but ominous
things are going on there.
U's Holly Bario will oversee the project. Stokely Chaffin will be exec producer.
Kruger wrote and Bobker produced Kate Hudson starrer "The Skeleton Key," which Universal opens today. Kruger
also scripted Terry Gilliam-directed "The Brothers Grimm," which Bobker also produced, and scripted DreamWorks
hit remake "The Ring."
The guys met when Kruger was an NYU senior and took a job working for Bobker, who was an exec for producer
Howard Rosenman.
Loucka hatched the spec after a period spent rewriting several projects now on the front burner at New Line. Aside
from the currently in-production Samuel L. Jackson starrer "Pacific Air Flight 121," Loucka has done extensive
rewriting on "Guilty Pleasures." Loucka also rewrote "Westward" for New Line and scripted a remake of "Let's Scare
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Jessica to Death" for Paramount and MTV Films.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117927400.html
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'Wonders' never cease for Columbia
Borys Kit and Liza Foreman
Feb 4, 2005
Columbia Pictures and Mandate Pictures have made room in their calendar for "Year of Wonders," a
drama written by Tim Bogart to be produced by Alan Riche, Peter Riche and Peter Schlessel.
The story centers on a father who is dealing with the death of his wife and takes his daughter on a trip to
experience the Seven Wonders of the World and in the process reclaim their lives.
Bogart was inspired to write the story by letters his deceased father wrote to him when the latter was in
the hospital.
"This is oddly inspired by the death of my father, which happened when I was quite young, when I was
12," Bogart said. "I obviously carried it with me and cleverly disguised myself as a 12-year-old girl. …
It was my way of reconciling myself with that loss."
Mandate will develop, package and finance the film. The company's Joe Drake and Nathan Kahane will
exec produce. A 2006 release is being eyed.
Sony execs on the project are Doug Belgrad, Matt Tolmach and Amy Baer.
Bogart was a writer-producer on TV's "Born Free" and "Mowgli: The New Adventures of the Jungle
Book." He currently is directing "Touched," starring Jenna Elfman, from his own script. He is repped
by Original Artists and Acuna Entertainment.
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Zadan, Meron cook up 'Italy'
Chris Gardner
Oct 28, 2004
Revolution Studios has made its way to the romantic comedy "Made in Italy," picking up the script for
Storyline Entertainment's Craig Zadan and Neil Meron to produce, with Sara Endsley on board to
rewrite Julie Sherman's original script.
The story centers on a female executive for a chain of gourmet food stores who travels to Italy and falls
in love with the handsome Italian olive oil producer with whom she is hoping to close an important
business deal. However, before putting pen to paper, she must win over his very traditional family,
including his overbearing mother, who still runs his life and who immediately dislikes her.
Storyline vp feature motion pictures Travis Knox is spearheading the project for Zadan and Meron and
also will receive a producer credit. Revolution's Denise Decker brought the project in and will oversee
with Revolution Studios partner Todd Garner.
Endsley set up the comedy spec "We are Family" at the Walt Disney Co. She's repped by Original
Artists' Jordan Bayer and Matt Leipzig and managed by A.B. Fischer.
The project is the second straight Revolution collaboration for Storyline. The company recently set up
"Simon Says" with Revolution, with Sean Hayes on board to star.
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Keaton taking 'Mother' role for Searchlight
Liza Foreman
May 19, 2004
Diane Keaton is set to star in "Da Vinci's Mother," a drama that Michael Besman and casting guru
Bonnie Timmermann have set up at Fox Searchlight.
The Oscar-winning actress will play a woman who sets out on a journey to get to know her son after he
commits suicide. She takes a job where he waitered, spends time with his friends and girlfriend and in
the process makes some major discoveries about herself.
Timmermann and Besman are producing. Zola Mashariki and Claudia Lewis are overseeing for the
studio.
Penned by Jude Baas, the project was first brought to Fox by way of Jim Sheridan, who is working on
an HBO anthology with Timmermann.
"If it wasn't for Jim, we probably wouldn't have been at Fox," Timmermann said. "He had a party in
New York for 'In America.' At that party, I approached him and asked if he would read it. He was busy
on another Fox project, but he championed it and took it to Fox. That's how it all began. He'll always be
in our hearts."
Besman, who discovered the script from Baas, said of Sheridan: "He's been our Godfather. (Baas' rep)
Jordan (Bayer) gave me the script. I read it. I was a mess after I read it. I just thought the power of it
was undeniable, even though it was going to be an uphill battle to get this set up. I thought that like
'About Schmidt,' it was a star vehicle for only one person."
Keaton recently signed on to do the comedy "Mad Money" for MGM, with Callie Khouri directing.
Besman's projects include "The Sweetest Fig" at Columbia, while Timmermann's projects include the
HBO anthology based on "I Thought My Father Was God: And Other True Tales From NPR's
National Story Project," edited by Paul Auster.
Baas is repped by Bayer and Matt Leipzig at Original Artists and managed by Ragna Nervik. Keaton is
repped by ICM.
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DreamWorks elopes with Reiss' 'Wife'
Chris Gardner
May 12, 2004
Emmy-winning "Simpsons" scribe Mike Reiss has sold his spec "The Wife's Away" to DreamWorks.
The sale marks Reiss' third consecutive feature film script deal.
"Wife," which is described as a married man's "Risky Business," centers on a bored husband who gets
more than he bargained for when his wife leaves him home alone for the weekend. The script, acquired
for mid-six figures, was brought in by production executive John Fox for production head Adam
Goodman.
Reiss is repped by Original Artists and the Rothman Brecher Agency. The scribe works as one of the
principal writers on the long-running Fox animated series "The Simpsons." His other feature spec sales
include "Fat Man" to Columbia Pictures, with Adam Sandler attached, and "The Adventures of Sinbad
the Insurance Salesman" to Paramount Pictures, with Rob Schneider attached.
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U, Double Feature taste 'Good Life'
Deal is first for newly hired veep Goldberg
By GABRIEL SNYDER
Double Feature Films and Universal Pictures have scooped up Casey McCabe's spec script "The Good
Life" in a preemptive deal for mid- against high-six figures.
Double Feature's Stacey Sher describes the project as "a fun female empowerment romantic comedy in
the tradition of '9 to 5' and 'Working Girl.' "
Deal is the first for Double Feature's newly hired veep Kira Goldberg, who joined in mid-February.
During a round of get-to-know-you meetings in her first week on the job, she met with McCabe's reps
at Original Artists, who mentioned they were about to put the script on the market.
Goldberg joins the shingle after VP stints with Lynda Obst and Mark Johnson's Gran Via Prods. She is
also serving as co-producer on "The Manny" at Paramount.
McCabe's other credits include rewrite duty on New Line's "Leisureworld." That project concerns a
young, burnt-out corporate exec who moves into a Florida retirement home.
Ivan Reitman and Tom Pollock's Montecito Picture Co. purchased his original script "Raised on
Robbery," about an accountant tempted to return to a life of crime.
Other projects on Double Feature's slate include "Be Cool," the "Get Shorty" sequel in production at
MGM, and the Kate Hudson thriller "Skeleton Key," which Universal is readying for a spring start.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117901320.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
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Pilot pace picking up
Fox 'Happy' with drama, Eye works with 'Numbers'
By MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
Networks have picked up the pace on pilot orders, with CBS and Fox each greenlighting a pair of
dramas Monday.
Fox has officially ordered the drama "One Big Happy," from Shawn Levy, Aaron Harberts and
Gretchen Berg; as well as gave the final go-ahead to a put pilot from Paul Attanasio and David Shore.
The Eye, meanwhile, has piloted the untitled bounty hunters project from Terri Hughes and Ron
Milbauer, and the drama "Numbers" from Ridley Scott, Tony Scott, Cheryl Heuton and Nick Falacci.
"Numbers" revolves around an MIT mathematician who's enlisted by the FBI to help solve crimes.
Scott Free, the shingle run by Ridley and Tony Scott, will produce in association with Paramount
Network TV.
Heuton and Falacci, who are repped by Rothman-Brecher and Original Artists, are on board to write
and exec produce, along side David Zucker and the Scott brothers. The scribes are writing the feature
"Outfoxed" at New Line, among other credits.
The bounty hunters project, meanwhile, comes from Spelling TV. WMA-repped Hughes and Milbauer
will write and exec produce the drama, which revolves around a bounty hunter and his two sons, who
join the family business.
Aaron Spelling and E. Duke Vincent will also exec produce. Hughes and Milbauer wrote the Wes
Kraven pilot "Kamelot" for UPN last year; they also wrote the feature "Idle Hands."
Back at Fox, the irreverent "One Big Happy," from 20th Century Fox TV, revolves around an
unconventional blended family. Endeavor-repped Levy, who recently helmed features including
"Cheaper by the Dozen," "Just Married" and "Big Fat Liar," will exec produce with Harberts and Berg,
who are writing (Daily Variety, Nov. 14).
Other credits for Harberts and Berg, who are repped by BWCS, include "Roswell," "Beverly Hills
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90210," upcoming drama "Wonderfalls" and the feature "Valentine."
As for Attanasio and Shore, Universal Network TV is behind their medical mystery drama, which
focuses on a team of doctors charged with solving complicated medical mysteries. Fox had made a hefty
put pilot commitment for the project D
( aily Variety, Sept. 8).
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117898312.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
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Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
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Bird's 'Animal' pitch flies
'Shrek' prod'n studio pays mid-six figures
By MARC GRASER
DreamWorks Pictures has acquired the live action pitch "Non-Human Animal" from writer Christopher
Bird for John Williams' Vanguard Films to produce.
Studio paid mid-six figures out of Vanguard's discretionary fund for the pitch about a personal injury
lawyer charmed by a sweet-talking activist into becoming a reluctant hero of the animal rights movement
during a landmark legal challenge.
Vanguard, which has a first-look deal at DreamWorks to produce live-action pics and a similar deal at
Disney for CGI toons, produced DreamWorks' "Shrek" and "The Tuxedo." It is working on the CGI
comedy "Valiant" at the Mouse House.
Bird's live-action spec "Raymond Short, P.I." was recently optioned by Vanguard Films along with
London-based Fragile Films. He has also sold the CGI pitch "Pet Boy" to Nickelodeon and Paramount.
Bird is repped by Original Artists; Williams is repped by CAA.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117893098.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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NL gets 'Outfoxed' in family quest
Josh Spector
July 15, 2003
Expanding its push into the family film market, New Line Cinema has pre-emptively purchased
"Outfoxed," a live-action/CGI feature to be written by Cheryl Heuton and Nick Falacci and produced by
BBC Films.
Set in the world of English fox hunting, the story follows the adventures of a fox wrongly accused of
killing the pet of a wealthy matron. To catch the cunning and elusive fox, the local hunt club enlists the
skills of a tenacious and determined American foxhound. The fox must avoid being caught by the
foxhound long enough to prove his innocence and ensure the safety of his fellow foxes.
BBC Films' David Thompson and Peter Kalmbach will produce, while New Line production exec Chris
Godsick is overseeing for the studio.
The writing team of Heuton and Falacci, who are married, has a number of projects in the works,
including the MGM thrillers "The Cleaner" and "Three Miles Down," Universal/Imagine's family
project "Pet Heroes" and the comedy "Wild Man" at New Line.
Heuton and Falacci are repped by Jordan Bayer and Matt Leipzig of Original Artists.
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Screen Gems pic 'Handbook' taps Foxx know-how
Zorianna Kit
Oct 31, 2002
Jamie Foxx is set to star in Screen Gems' comedy "The Break Up Handbook" for writer-director Daniel
Taplitz and producer Lisa Tornell. The project is scheduled to go into production in December in Los
Angeles.
"Handbook" is a farcical comedy about a man (Foxx) who, after being unceremoniously dumped by his
fiancee, pens a how-to book on breaking up and becomes a best-selling author on the subject. Not
wanting his male friends to suffer the same fate, he gives them advice on dumping their mates, and a
comedy of errors ensues.
Screen Gems senior vp production Stacy Kolker Cramer is overseeing the project for the studio.
Foxx, repped by CAA and manager Jaime King, most recently appeared in Columbia Pictures' "Ali"
and just wrapped production on RKO Pictures' crime drama "Shade."
Taplitz, repped by Original Artists Agency, wrote and directed the feature "Commandments," starring
Aidan Quinn and Courteney Cox. His recent writing credits include the telefilm "Little Richard" and
miniseries "Black River."
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Columbia takes 'Prizonaz' pitch
Zorianna Kit
SepT 3, 2002
Columbia Pictures has picked up the comedy pitch "Prizonaz of War" from writers Robert LoCash and
Nick Creature in a deal worth low- against high-six figures.
Scott Steindorff will produce the project through his Stone Village Prods. along with David Permut and
his Permut Presentations.
LoCash and Creature will now write the script, which follows four hapless street criminals who escape
from a chain gang by hopping into an Army truck and wind up in Afghanistan.
Columbia executive Doug Belgrad is overseeing the project, reporting to production president Peter
Schlessel.
Permut's Steve Longi and Stone Village's Valeska Ramet will co-produce.
The writers, repped by Original Artists, are developing an animated series for MTV called "Angry Ed."
LoCash, additionally repped by Allan Hergott, has written screenplays for such films as "CB4," "Naked
Gun 33 1/3: The Final Insult," "BASEketball" and "A Fate Totally Worse Than Death."
Attorney Linda Lichter represented the producers in the deal.
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Columbia runs with 'Lil' Homies'
Chris Gardner
Feb 15, 2002
Columbia Pictures and Winchester Films have teamed to acquire the pitch "Lil' Homies" from writing
trio Freddie Gutierrez, Wesley Johnson and Scott Taylor, with "Love and a Bullet" director Ben Ramsey
on board to produce along with Zide/Perry Entertainment.
Columbia will take domestic rights on the project, with Winchester handling foreign territories.
The deal is for low- against mid-six figures.
The action-adventure comedy is described as "Goonies" set in Harlem.
The pitch follows a group of four ethnic kids who find a treasure map leading them to crisscross New
York in an attempt to find the treasure.
Columbia Pictures executive vp production Andrea Giannetti is overseeing the project for the studio.
Zide/Perry's Warren Zide and Craig Perry will produce along with Ramsey through his Ramcity Prods.
Gutierrez, Johnson and Taylor, repped by Original Artists' Matt Leipzig and Zide/Perry, wrote the
comedy "Get It On," set up at MGM. Ramsey, also repped by Zide/Perry and WMA, also scripted "The
Big Hit."
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Fox, Davis cuff 'NYPD Nanny'
Chris Gardner
Feb 13, 2002
20th Century Fox pre-empted four other bidders and paid low- against mid-six figures to option the
spec script "NYPD Nanny" from writer Greg Ostrin for studio-based Davis Entertainment to produce.
The project is described as "Kindergarten Cop" meets "Mrs. Doubtfire."
Davis Entertainment topper John Davis and president Wyck Godfrey will produce, with company
executive vp production Brian Manis overseeing. Producer Mark Sternberg, who has a deal with Davis
Entertainment, brought the project in and will also produce.
At Fox, TCF vp production Nate Hopper is overseeing for division topper Hutch Parker.
Ostrin, repped by Original Artists' Jordan Bayer and Matt Leipzig, works as a copy writer for feature
film trailer company Harley's House.
Earlier this year, he sold a a half-hour comedy pilot to 20th Century Fox Television for ABC.
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Fox hires Ostrin's 'Nanny'
Davis, Sternberg to produce comedy
By DAVE MCNARY
Twentieth Century Fox has purchased "NYPD Nanny," an original script by tyro writer Gregg Ostrin,
for midsix figures.
Ostrin, repped by Original Artists, previously sold a half-hour pilot to ABC and broke into showbiz by
writing copy for movie trailers. "That job really honed Gregg's ability to get to the core of a film," said
Jordan Bayer of Original Artists.
Davis Entertainment chief John Davis and Mark Sternberg, who recently signed a first-look deal with
Davis, will produce the comedy. Sternberg formerly served as prexy at Chuck Gordon's Daybreak
Prods.
Fox exec Nate Hopper will shepherd "Nanny" for the studio.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117860657.html
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New Line cages 'Wild' comedy
Zorianna Kit
Nov 2, 2001
New Line Cinema has picked up the comedy pitch "Wild Man" from writers Nick Falacci and Cheryl
Heuton.
The pitch is about a highbrow television talk show host who is fired and reassigned to host an extreme
animal show for kids.
New Line vp production Christopher Godsick, who developed the idea with the writers, is overseeing
the project with story editor Stephanie Striegel.
Falacci and Heuton are repped by Matt Leipzig and Jordan Bayer at Original Artists. The writers
previously set up the pitches "Three Miles Down," an action-drama at MGM with Andy Davis attached
to direct, and the action-thriller "The Cleaner," also at MGM, with Lion Rock Prods. and Top Cow
Entertainment producing (HR 12/18). The duo also wrote "Northwest Harbor," in development at
Warner Bros., and are working on a television pilot for CBS and producer Mark Johnson titled "NTSB"
about the National Transportation Safety Board.
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Miracle doing 'Detective' work
Zorianna Kit
Aug 29, 2001
Miracle Pictures has paid mid-six figures to pick up the comedy pitch "Razhel Watkins: Hip Hop
Detective" from writing trio Freddie Gutierrez, Wesley Jermaine Johnson and Scott Taylor.
Independent producer Nelson George ("CB4") came up with the idea for the project, with the writers
developing the story and characters. The pitch tells the story of a low-rent, gadget-carrying, hip-hop
detective who attempts to solve the high-profile murder of a notorious white rap star.
Miracle's Jason Zelin is producing "Detective" along with George, Melissa Maxwell and Kathryn
Arnold. Miracle's Tony Cataldo, Patrick Aluise and Finley Glaize also are producing.
"We're excited to be a part of this project," Zelin said. "We were impressed by the fresh and clever take
on the genre inspired by the great sleuths like Sherlock Holmes, Philip Marlowe and Ace Ventura."
The writers, repped by Original Artists and Zide/Perry Entertainment, were staff writers on television's
"The PJs." They also wrote "Ain't Nobody Like the One I Got," which Zide/Perry is producing for
MGM.
Bob Leddy is attached to direct the project, which begins shooting later this year.
George, Arnold and Maxwell are repped by attorney Steven Barnes.
Miracle has several projects in development, including "Six Bullets From Now" with Scott Free Prods.
and "Killing Pablo," with Gregory Nava attached to direct and produce and Antonio Banderas attached
to star and produce.
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D'Works marked for 'Death'
Chris Gardner
Aug 17, 2001
DreamWorks has picked up the project "The Death of Conrad-Shepperd" in turnaround from
Paramount Pictures for DreamWorks co-head Walter Parkes to produce along with producer Mark
Gordon.
"Death" was scripted by the writing team of Robin Lister and Agatha Dominik and is described as a
dramatic tale of betrayal and revenge set in part against the Cold War. The duo has now been tapped to
do a rewrite on the project.
Under the deal, Paramount retains an option to co-finance the project. DreamWorks executive Paul
Lister — brother of Robin Lister — will oversee the project for his company.
Lister and Dominik have collaborated on such projects as "The Lying Laird," to which director Mel
Smith is attached to helm, and "All the King's Horses."
Separately, Lister recently finished scripting the project "Horn of Africa" and adapting the novel
"Rhythm Section" under the title "Soft Kill." Dominik did a rewrite on Universal Pictures' "The
Seamstress," adapted "The Nazi and the Barber" and wrote "Makbet."
Both writers are repped by Original Artists. Lister is additionally repped by Artists Management Group
and attorney Linda Lichter. Dominik is repped by the law firm Stone, Meyer & Genow.
Gordon's list of producing credits includes "The Patriot," "A Simple Plan," "Saving Private Ryan" and
"Black Dog." Parkes' recent producing projects include "Men in Black 2," "The Time Machine" and
"A.I. Artificial Intelligence."
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Contest winner's slow track
Von Ancken's first film for Hypnotic faces an uncertain future
By TIM SWANSON
Ask Universal Studios execs about feature films on the Internet and they'll eagerly mention their much
publicized pic "Undercover Brother," a project the studio snagged at a high price from
UrbanEntertainment.comin the spring.
But while "Brother" started lensing in March, Universal's other Web-born pic David Von Ancken's
"Cameron's Line" -- picked up at Hypnotic.com's Million Dollar Film Festival -- is having a harder time
getting on the fast track.
Though U plans once again to co-sponsor Hypnotic's film fest this year (no date has been set), the
studio is realizing that making a film found from an Internet contest may be easier said than done.
Last year, when an online presence was a high priority for many Hollywood studios, U partnered with
Hypnotic via a deal in which the studio took a 49% stake in the Netco. Universal planned to use the
dot-com to identify emerging actors and filmmakers, to promote its movies and have it serve as a
potential distribution outlet when broadband penetration becomes significant.
The studio also put up $750,000, against Hypnotic's $250,000, to co-fund a pic found from the Million
Dollar Film Festival.
While Von Ancken, who won in January, is writing the first draft of "Cameron's Line" about an
earthquake in Gotham that affects the lives of city denizens, the movie seems to be on shaky ground.
Initially, the settlement of guild contracts stalled the project from starting production this summer.
However, it seems as if the studio's internal bureaucracy has slowed progress even more.
After months of negotiating, Von Ancken and his reps from Propaganda Management and Rothman
Agency/Original Artists have yet to settle with Universal on a salary for the helmer. Subsequently, the
deadline for the script's first draft has been pushed back several times.
The studio's executive shuffle also has affected the project's momentum. Former production prexy
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Kevin Misher, who was extremely involved with the fest and even sat on the judging panel which chose
Von Ancken's film, has since announced plans to ankle U to start his own production company, leaving
"Cameron's Line" in the lap of production veep Holly Bario, who seems less familiar with the pic.
New changes at Hypnotic may or may not alter the pic's future. The company this month merged with
entertainment NetcasterNibblebox.com, a move that makes Dave Bartis CEO of the new Hypnotic;
Hypnotic founder Jeremy Bernard becomes prexy.
The film also may languish in pre-production purgatory as time is an important element in the script. Set
in the summer, "Cameron's Line" was originally skedded to shoot in Toronto; the earliest the script
could be finished now is late summer. Once casting and other production details are tended to, snowy
Toronto won't look very similar to summertime Gotham, meaning the pic most likely will be placed on
the back burner for at least a year.
Despite evidence to the contrary, U denies the project has suffered any snags.
"('Cameron's Line') is moving as fast as it can right now," says an exec. "It's not losing momentum.
Universal is still completely committed to the project."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117801573.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
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Dis nabs 'Abe' comedy pitch for Turteltaub
Zorianna Kit
Jan 22, 2001
The Walt Disney Co., in a pre-emptive strike, has picked up screenwriter Martin Hynes' comedy pitch
"Honest Abe" for mid-six figures with Jon Turteltaub attached to direct and produce through his
studio-based Junction Entertainment.
Described as a modern spin on "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" with a latter-day Capra-esque hero,
"Abe" is about a man who rises to folk hero status on his reputation for honesty. He is then enlisted by
a political party to run for governor of a major state. Hynes ("Stealing Stanford") will now write the
script.
"This is a character-driven story that contains no explosions and banana peels, and has a chance to be
the kind of film that appeals to everyone," Hynes told The Hollywood Reporter. "I hope that it would
also inspire people across the country to have more faith in the (political) system instead of less."
Christina Steinberg, who is partnered with Turteltaub in Junction Entertainment, will also produce.
Buena Vista Motion Picture Group president Nina Jacobson is overseeing the project.
Hynes most recently wrote for Imagine Entertainment the script for the remake of "The Incredible
Shrinking Man" and did a rewrite on Imagine's comedy "Expiration Date."
Hynes is also an actor, having starred in the title role of the short film "George Lucas in Love." He also
wrote, directed and starred in the indie feature "The Big Split" co-starring Judy Greer. He is repped by
Original Artists' Jordan Bayer and Matt Leipzig.
Turteltaub, repped by Endeavor, directed "Disney's The Kid," "Instinct," "Phenomenon" and "While
You Were Sleeping."
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MGM heads to 'Cleaner' with Top Cow, Rock
Greg Hernandez
Dec 18, 2000
MGM has paid mid-six figures for "The Cleaner," a pitch described as a "high-concept action thriller"
brought to the studio by Terence Chang and John Woo's Lion Rock Prods. and Top Cow Entertainment,
the world's third-largest comic book publishing company.
Top Cow, a newcomer to the entertainment industry, has closed several deals in recent months,
including a feature film version of "The A-Team" at Fox 2000 and three projects based on their comic
books: "Rising Stars" at MGM, "Fathom" at Fox Animation and "Witchblade," a television series for
TNT.
Top Cow is simultaneously developing the original idea for "The Cleaner" into a comic book.
The screenplay for the story that focuses on a high-level government operative will be penned by the
husband-and-wife writing team of Nick Falacci and Cheryl Heuton. The duo also wrote "Three Miles
Down," an action-drama in development at MGM.
In addition to Chang and Woo, the project will be produced by Spike Seldin , Top Cow's president of
production. Top Cow's Mark Silvestri will executive produce "The Cleaner." Overseeing the project for
Lion Rock is vp Suzanne Zizzi.
Heuton and Falacci are repped by Matt Leipzig and Jordan Bayer at Original Artists.
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Mohr blesses indie 'Fair Hope' for Katz Prods.
Chris Gardner
SepT 25, 2000
Jay Mohr has signed on to star in the independent feature "Fair Hope, USA" for writer-director
Anthony Di Pietro. Slated for a January start, the project is the first feature from Barry Katz Prods.
Mohr will segue to "Hope" after completing a role in New Line Cinema's "Simone" for
writer-director-producer Andrew Niccol. He joins cast members Al Pacino, Catherine Keener and Jason
Schwartzmann.
In "Hope," budgeted at $5 million- $10 million, Mohr will play a pastor who befriends a convicted
pedophile who moves to the small town of Fair Hope after serving 25 years in prison. Although the
pedophile hopes to keep a low profile, "Megan's Law" mandates that the ex-convict register as a sex
offender, which keeps him in the public eye.
Manager-producer Barry Katz will produce through his Barry Katz Prods. with the company's Brian
Volk-Weiss, who brought the project to Katz. The project is the first to come under Katz's year-old film
division.
"The script just blew me away," said Katz, who has repped Mohr for more than 10 years. "And I'm
confident that it will make a contribution to change people's lives."
Added Mohr: "I like the whole story and the way it takes a social stance."
Mohr is working on "Simone," which started shooting two weeks ago. In it, he plays an actor in a
movie in which the lead actress abruptly drops out, forcing the disillusioned producer (Pacino) to
replace her with Simone, a computer-generated actress.
Mohr, also repped by ICM, next stars in Warner Bros.' "Pay It Forward" and "Pluto Nash" and
StudioCanal France's "Speaking of Sex."
Di Pietro is repped by Original Artists.
Katz, whose client roster is made up mainly of comedians, said that despite his 20-year history in the
comedy business, he couldn't turn down the "Hope" script despite its dramatic and serious tone. "A
comedy I could do with my eyes closed, and this film definitely takes a risk," he said. The company has
two comedy television series debuting this fall, "Welcome to New York" on CBS and the sketch show
"Hype" for the WB Network.
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Roth goes 'Gangster'; Lucas eyes Anakin
By MICHAEL FLEMING
In what marks his first television pact since exiting Disney, Joe Roth has closed a deal with ABC to
adapt into a miniseries the upcoming novel “Gangster” by “Sleepers” author Lorenzo Carcaterra. The
novel, to be published by Ballantine in February, is the sprawling tale of a brutal crime boss who takes
in an orphan with the notion of grooming a protege and heir for his criminal empire.
The deal, said to be a sizable financial venture, marks the fourth book of Carcaterra’s that has been
optioned for film or TV. “Apaches,” a fictional account of a renegade band of injured cops, is being
developed by Jerry Bruckheimer at Disney, while Carcaterra’s first book, “A Safe Place,” is under
option for an indie feature.
“Gangster” was sold on the basis of a first draft, and made the rounds at studios first as a possible
feature. It contains themes somewhat similar to film epics like “The Godfather” and “Once Upon a Time
in New York,” and sparked with several producers. But at 550 pages, “Gangster” seems ideal for
lengthier miniseries treatment, as was done with Mario Puzo’s “The Last Don” and is being done with
Tom Wolfe’s “A Man in Full” by Michael Douglas and NBC.
“I don’t normally work in this area, but after reading the first draft, I thought it was a big, sprawling tale
that would be ideal for two nights of television,” said Roth. “We closed the deal, and now we’ll bring in
a screenwriter.” Roth brought it to his former Disney colleague Susan Lyne, now exec veep of movies
and miniseries for ABC. Carcaterra will take an exec producer credit, though he will not adapt the novel.
Carcaterra was repped by William Morris’ Rob Carlson, manager Lou Pitt of the Pitt Group, and
attorneys Jake Bloom and Robert Offer.
LUCAS CLOSE TO ANAKIN SELECTION: With George Lucas closing in on the start of his
second installment of the “Star Wars” prequel, the buzz swirling around Hollywood Wednesday was
that the force will be with Hayden Christensen, a young actor whom Lucas is close to naming to play
Anakin Skywalker.
With the likes of Natalie Portman, Ewan McGregor and Samuel L. Jackson ready to return, the big
question was who would be chosen to play the mature Anakin, who learns the way of the force before
turning to the dark side and becoming Darth Vader. Christensen’s credits include a role on the Fox
Family Channel series “Higher Ground” and a supporting role in the recent telepic “Trapped in a Purple
Haze.”
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His appointment was shrouded in a purple haze, as his agents at Gersh did not return phone calls. The
Lucas camp could not be reached for comment either.
LEAVING LEVIN, BUT NOT GOING FAR: Producer Lloyd Levin has lost an assistant, but he
and Larry Gordon have gained a film project. Michael Alaimo, who served as Levin’s assistant for
several years, has left his post after landing a mid-six figure deal for his spec script “The Breaks” from
Joe Roth, who has made it one of his early material purchases since setting up his own company, with
Gordon producing the pic. Roth also gave Alaimo a second deal for a blind script to be written later,
which puts Alaimo in line to earn a potential seven-figure overall payday if both projects pan out. “I
didn’t tell Michael he had to leave his job, I just thought he’d written a very promising piece of work,”
said Roth.
But as much as Alaimo felt Levin was a good boss, he was thrilled to graduate from the ranks of
aspiring screenwriters paying their bills through more mundane pursuits. “My world has changed
completely in the span of one month,” said Alaimo, who graduated UCLA as an English major. “I
wasn’t happy or fulfilled at all in being an assistant, much like an actor who makes his living as a waiter.
Someone asks what you do and you say you’re a writer, but right now you’re an assistant and you get
that look, like, sure, you and every other person out here. It used to just kill me.”
Levin, who was in London and unreachable, was gracious about losing his assistant after helping him
make a lot of money. “He was great, he just said, don’t leave me in the lurch,” said Alaimo. “I was
careful to do that, and when I got about 200 resumes from people dying for my old job, I realized how
lucky I was to have had it.” Alaimo was repped by Original Artists’ Jordan Bayer and Matt Leipzig and
Rothman Agency’s Chris Prince and Dennis Kim.
KAPNEK IN NICK FOLD: Emily Kapnek, who created and produced the Nickelodeon series “As
Told by Ginger” and is writing the ani Nick series “Noah Knows Best,” has closed a deal with
Nickelodeon’s Paramount-based film division to script the animated film “Robinson Crusoe” as well as
a second blind deal for a live action script. Both deals are in the low six-figure range for Kapnek, who is
repped by AMG.
A SHIRE HIRE: Joel Shire, who most recently agented at ICM and Innovative Artists, is going the
manager route and aligning with the Radmin Co., joining former ICM colleague Linne Radmin, Stacy
Abrams and Robyn Meisinger. Shire’s bringing with him such clients as Regina Taylor (“I’ll Fly
Away”), Charles Shaughnessy (“The Nanny”) and Mo Gaffney (“Absolutely Fabulous”).
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117781226.html
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Leiner driving 'Dude' to Fox
Beth Laski
March 31, 2000
Television helmer Danny Leiner has signed on to direct the comedy "Dude, Where's My Car?" for 20th
Century Fox. The under-$15 million project is slated for a June start in Los Angeles.
One of the lead roles in "Dude," which has been described as "Cheech and Chong" for the new
millennium, is out to "That 70's Show's" Ashton Kutcher. Kutcher is also being courted for several
other film roles, at least one of which is for Miramax Films. Kutcher most recently was featured in
Miramax's "Down to You" and "Reindeer Games," and he next stars in the company's "Texas
Rangers."
"Dude," written by Philip Stark, follows two potheads who wake up from a night of intense partying
and don't remember where they parked their car.
When they go out and look for it, the pieces of the previous night start falling into place.
Alcon Entertainment purchased the script from Stark in November and brought it to Fox 2000. Fox
president of production Hutch Parker brought the project into the fold of the studio's main production
arm.
The project will be produced by Wayne Rice, Alcon's Broderick Johnson and Andrew Kosove, and
executive produced by Gil Netter. Fox senior vp Josie Rosen is overseeing the project for the studio.
Leiner helmed the indie feature "Layin' Low" but has directed mostly TV, including shows "Freaks and
Geeks," "Felicity," "Action" and "Sports Night." He is on board to helm the upcoming NBC/
Touchstone TV comedy pilot "Go Fish" starring Kieran Culkin.
Kutcher is repped by Endeavor and Untitled Entertainment. Leiner is repped by Original Artists' Jordan
Bayer and Matt Leipzig, the Rothman Agency's Dennis Kim and Chris Prince, Atlas Entertainment's
Richard Suckle and attorney Joel McKuin.
Links referenced within this article
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MGM dives for '3 Miles' story
Chris Gennusa
March 2, 2000
MGM is in final negotiations to acquire "Three Miles Down," an action-drama pitch from scribes Nick
Falacci and Cheryl Heuton ("Northwest Harbor") that Andrew Davis ("The Fugitive") is attached to
helm.
The deal will likely call for the studio to plunk down a mid-six figure sum for the pitch and the script,
which sources said will be delivered to the studio in May.
The story is set during one of the most intense and expensive covert actions of the Cold War -- known
as the Jennifer Project. During the late 1960s, the U.S. government, with the help of billionaire Howard
Hughes, salvaged a sunken Russian submarine in the Pacific Ocean in order to learn the secrets of the
Soviet Union's spy and nuclear missile technology. The incident almost caused the two nations to go to
war. The story will revolve around a naval intelligence officer and a CIA agent who are charged with
masterminding the endeavor.
"I have been wanting to go back to sea since 'Under Siege,' " said Davis, who also directed "A Perfect
Murder."
Davis will produce through his production company, Chicago Pacific, with Bill Todman ("X-Men"),
Greg Davis and Artist Production Group's Cathy Schulman. The Davises are not related, but Greg
Davis is the brother of Davis Entertainment's John Davis.
Andrew Davis, repped by CAA, is expected to next helm the Arnold Schwarzenegger starrer "Collateral
Damage" for Warner Bros./Bel-Air Entertainment.
The husband and wife team of Falacci and Heuton are repped by Original Artists' Matt Leipzig and
Jordan Bayer. The writers have "Pet Heroes" set up at Sony Family Entertainment and scripted
"S.W.A.T." for Imagine Entertainment/Universal Pictures. Greg Davis is a producer on "S.W.A.T."
Links referenced within this article
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Sony Family pix tames WWII animal hero
pitch
Witt, Klawans to oversee actioner
By BILL HIGGINS
Sony Pictures Family Entertainment has bitten on Nicolas Falacci and Cheryl Heuton's script pitch about
animals that served with American troops during WWII, paying a mid-six-figure sum.
The untitled project was acquired for Paul Witt ("Three Kings") and David Klawans. It's based on true
stories of animals, including a dog, pigeon, horse and cat, honored for their combat actions.
Pic will center on a stray dog who is enlisted against its will and winds up working with a young
sergeant determined to keep his men alive on missions behind enemy lines.
Heuton said the pitch is "similar to 'Babe' in that the animals talk, but it's more of an action-adventure
story."
Kim Roth, formerly senior vice president of Witt-Thomas Prods., brought the project to Sony's Bob
Higgins.
Higgins and Stacey Attanasio will oversee the project for the studio. Roth, who works for Imagine
Entertainment, will serve as exec producer.
Busy scribes
Falacci and Heuton previously sold the pitch "Special Weapons" to Universal for Imagine Entertainment
and the spec script "Northwest Harbor" to Warner Bros. They are also the writers on "Three Miles
Down," a project with AMG and director Andrew Davis (Daily Variety, Oct. 6).
Klawans has also set up "Anything for You" at Universal and "Hot" at Columbia.
The deal with Sony was brokered by Caren Bohrman of the Bohrman Agency. Falacci and Heuton are
represented by Matt Leipzig and Jordan Bayer of Original Artists, and attorney Alan Hergott. Witt was
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repped in the deal by Rand Holston of CAA, Klawans by attorney Adam Kaller of Behr and Abramson.
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MGM and Bullock team for 'Wildest Dreams'
By MICHAEL FLEMING
MGM and Sandra Bullock have teamed on the spec script "Wildest Dreams," a "Ghost"-like love story
about a woman who gets through the death of her husband with the help of supernatural elements. Ian
Deitchman and Kristin Rusk's script, a high-six-figure outright purchase, comes with Bullock's Fortis Films
attached to produce.
The MGM deal follows the spirited auction of Marc Levy's ghost romance novel "If Only It Were True" to
Steven Spielberg and DreamWorks for $2 million, and a $10 million deal by Disney for "Sixth Sense"
writer-helmer M. Night Shyamalan to follow up with "Unbreakable," another drama with supernatural
elements. Pic will star Bruce Willis and Samuel L. Jackson.
In "Wildest Dreams," Bullock hopes to star as a woman whose new husband dies in an accident. Two years
later, she's emotionally closed off, until a series of dreams show her a mysterious man who can help her rise
above her grief.
The deal was made by MGM prexy Michael Nathanson and exec veep Alex Gartner. The studio moved
aggressively because it wanted a Bullock picture. The writers were agented by Jordan Bayer and Matt
Leipzig of Original Artists and managed by Jeffrey Graup and Alex Goldstone; Graup will exec produce.
Bullock's repped by CAA.
TWO MORE ANGELS: While Columbia hopes Lucy Liu can free herself from "Ally McBeal" to join
Drew Barrymore and Cameron Diaz in "Charlie's Angels," the studio has enlisted Betty Thomas and Jenno
Topping to join the film's producing roster of Barrymore, Nancy Juvonen and Leonard Goldberg. Thomas
and Topping bring seasoned producing hands to Col's big summer 2000 pic, and just finished the Thomasdirected Sandra Bullock starrer "28 Days," which Col opens early next year. Production's set to start next
month, so the Liu negotiation must wrap up quickly or the studio will have to move on.
JACK BE NIMBLE, PAUL BE QUICK: In an attempt to get Harrison Ford back in the role of Jack Ryan
by early next year, Paramount and producer Mace Neufeld have hired "Donnie Brasco" scribe Paul
Attanasio to rewrite Akiva Goldsman's script of "The Sum of All Fears." Par has been working with Ford
for some time on a new sequel, and wanted to hone the script. Par first offered the rewrite to Steve Zaillian,
who did production polishes on "Clear and Present Danger" and "Patriot Games." When he was unavailable,

Par gave the job to Attanasio, who did the production polish on "Air Force One."
Ford wraps "What Lies Beneath" for Robert Zemeckis in December, and after a rare misfire with "Random
Hearts," he could do worse than return to one of his signature roles. The other alternative, Indiana Jones, is
at least two years off. George Lucas, Steven Spielberg and Ford agreed to do another pic years ago
providing all agree on concept and script. While Lucas has a script he likes, the other two aren't sold;
besides, Lucas and Spielberg are booked solid with directing jobs. Another positive sign for a Ryan
resurrection is the fact that Phillip Noyce, who directed the last two pics and wants to return, got big
opening weekend numbers for "The Bone Collector."
BATES ABOARD 'MOONS': Oscar-winning actress Kathy Bates, who got an Emmy nom for directing
"Dash and Lilly" for A&E, is moving up to features. One possibility is "The Moons of Jupiter," a John
Rieck script, likened to "It's a Wonderful Life," about a boy who invokes a miracle to save his family.
The project's financed by Legend Films, with Tom Berry producing and Aaron Meyerson exec producing
with Armand Speca and Kevin Moreton. New Line and Speca originated the pic while Meyerson and
Moreton were execs at the studio, and the trio teamed after the project hit turnaround. A spokeswoman for
Bates confirmed she's aboard to direct, but said she'll likely make her feature debut on another project first.
Bates will supervise a script polish from Rieck, who penned the Disney Channel pic "Genius," which
Meyerson produced.
'HIGHLANDER' GETS REPRIEVE: "Highlander" fans who thought they'd seen Adrian Paul behead his
last immortal have one reason to greet the new year. After toplining the series for six years, Paul has headed
to Romania and begun production on "Highlander: Endgame," a Dimension Films feature. Paul said the film
took several years to shape, partly to ensure it reflected the quality of the series rather than the sequels.
"We were very careful during the series regarding the progression of the character, the kind of story arcs
that worked best, and the same kind of care was taken here," said Paul, who'll duet in the pic with original
"Highlander" Christopher Lambert, but will largely carry the pic himself. The script was written by Joel
Soisson from a story by Donna Horowitz and Bill Panzer; Doug Aarnoikoski is making his feature directing
debut after doing second unit for a slew of Dimension pics, from "Texas Rangers" to "The Faculty."
Paul did much of his own martial arts and sword work playing the immortal Duncan McCloud in the series,
and trained assiduously to prep for the film. "The last month and a half, it's been six to nine hours of martial
arts and sword training a day, and learning different weapons," he said. "Instead of just having immortals
battle with two swords, we thought it would be more interesting to have them use styles and weapons from
different cultures around the world."
Paul has an option for a second "Highlander" pic, but moved to L.A. from Europe hoping to branch into
studio fare. One possible next effort is "The Ambassador," which Paul wrote with "48 HRS." scribe Larry
Gross. It's a futuristic piece reminiscent of "The Count of Monte Cristo." Paul's repped by Nevin Dolcefino
and Graham Kaye at Innovative Artists and managed by Dave Fleming of Baumgarten Prophet
Entertainment.
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ABC presses on without McPherson
Alphabet net looks for next 'Modern Family'-like sensation
By DAVID KRONKE
Serial skepticism
ABC | CBS | Fox | NBC | CW | Cable | PBS

Following Stephen McPherson's abrupt resignation from his position as president of ABC Entertainment in
July, "there wasn't any disruption" in proceeding with the network's plans for fall, says Jeff Bader, exec
veep of planning, scheduling and distribution for the network.
ABC's past season was a mixed bag -- it managed to create a credible night of comedy on Wednesdays,
anchored by "Modern Family," which wrestled the comedy series Emmy away from "30 Rock." But longrunning hits "Desperate Housewives" and "Grey's Anatomy" started to show their age, and the network lost
its pop-culture phenomenon, "Lost."
For 2010-11, ABC has high hopes for improving its ratings on a number of nights.
"Now that we've established a beachhead on Wednesday with our comedies, we hope to solidify the night
and take it to the next level," Bader says.
ABC has added newcomer "Better With You" to the sitcom block and ends the evening with the legal drama
"The Whole Truth," which will be competing opposite two other new legal dramas, CBS's "The Defenders"
and NBC's "Law & Order: Los Angeles."
"It'll be interesting to see what happens there," Bader says. "Even today, for new shows, half of your
audience comes from your lead-in. I think coming out of our comedy lineup, which skews heavily female, it
will do well."
Bader also has high hopes for Tuesday, which begins and concludes with new series, the action dramedy
"No Ordinary Family" and the gritty cop drama "Detroit 1-8-7," that serve as counterprogramming to the
other networks' offerings.
"We think we'll have more male appeal than the competition," Bader says, while adding, "When we're
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putting together our schedules these days, there's only so much attention we give to the other networks. The
game has changed so much with DVRs when it comes to counter-scheduling."
ABC also hopes to improve its 10 p.m. ratings and will pay closer attention to online reaction to its series.
"You can tell if a buzz is developing about a show by seeing people choosing to watch shows on their own
time," Bader says. "You can gauge passion for a show even if it's not showing up in broadcast ratings."
SPOTLIGHT
"No Ordinary Family"
In "No Ordinary Family," Michael Chiklis and Julie Benz star as Jim and Stephanie Powell,
parents of a typically dysfunctional family who attempt to reconnect during a trip to Brazil
and, after surviving a plane crash in a phosphorescent rain-forest river, discover they each
have unique superpowers.
So, is it a family show or an action show?
"We're finding that balance as we go," Chiklis admits. "The feeling is, it's a family show at its core. The
superhero element is definitely huge part of the show. Who gets to go to work and jump off bridges? That's
really a fun vehicle for telling these stories."
Chiklis is particularly stoked that creators Greg Berlanti ("Everwood," "Brothers and Sisters") and Jon
Harmon Feldman ("Dirty Sexy Money") have given Jim's 16-year-old daughter (Kay Panabaker) the ability
to read minds -- including her parents'.
"That's just got comedy written all over it," Chiklis says. "That makes for both funny and dramatic stuff
when you hear people's thoughts. The superpower aspect helps magnify our ability to tell stories about the
upside and downside of family issues in a unique way."
NEW FOR '10
"Better With You"
"Modern Family 2.0?" In this sitcom from Shana Goldberg-Meehan ("Friends," "Joey")
about an extended family, Kurt Fuller and Debra Jo Rupp play long-married, bored parents
of daughters portrayed by JoAnna Garcia and Jennifer Finnigan. When Garcia's character
announces her impetuous decision to marry, paroxysms of doubt crop up in Finnigan's
character's relationship, which has been heretofore steady yet free of wedding rings. Jake
Lacy and Josh Cooke co-star.

"Body of Proof"
Dana Delany stars as a former brilliant neurosurgeon whose loss of her acute motor skills
(but not of her terrific gams and her self-satisfied snarkiness) forces her to become a
coroner who can practically solve murders by herself. John Carroll Lynch ("Fargo") and
Sonja Sohn ("The Wire") co-star. Chris Murphy and Matthew Gross are executive
producers.
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"Detroit 1-8-7"
This gritty police procedural was initially envisioned as a "COPS"-inspired mockumentary
featuring Michael Imperioli ("The Sopranos") as a bad-ass homicide detective, until the city
of Detroit banned camera crews from covering cops' daily routines. Showrunners Jason
Richman and David Zabel retooled the series, but it still features plenty of jittery, doc-style
camerawork.

"My Generation"
Warren Littlefield is among the producers of this faux doc about nine graduates from an
Austin, Texas, high school and how their lives have drastically changed in the past 10
years. With the 2000 presidential election, 9/11 and Enron as plot points, it's the rare show
that almost dares to be vaguely political.

"The Whole Truth"
This Jerry Bruckheimer production stars Rob Morrow as cocky defense attorney Jimmy
Brogan and Maura Tierney as crusading prosecutor Kathryn Peale. They dated in the past,
but now find themselves squaring off against one another in criminal trials; each episode
will reveal who was actually fighting on the right side.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118024086.html
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'Midnight Sun' gets Sloan grant
Film Independent selects indie for prize
By DAVE MCNARY

Film Independent has selected "Midnight Sun" writer/director Chris Eigeman and producer Eric
Morris as the recipients of a $15,000 production grant, funded by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
The org made the announcement Sunday, the fourth day of the Los Angeles Film Festival.
Film Independent also announced the 20 filmmakers and nine projects selected for its 9th annual
Fast Track program, a three-day film-financing market. Eigman and Morris were tapped for
"Midnight Sun."
Projects and filmmakers selected include "AWOL" – producer Ted Kroeber, co-writer/director Deb
Shoval; "Burn: One Year on the Front Lines of the Battle to Save Detroit" – director Tom Putnam,
producer Brenna Sanchez: "Call Me Kuchu" – director/producer Malika Zouhali-Worrall, director
Katherine Farifax Wright; "Contract with God" - writer/producer Darren Dean, producers Jonathan
Shoemaker, Mark Rabinowitz. "Country Line" – writer/director Morgan Stiff, writer/producer Tina
Mabry.
Also named were "Left Handed Girl" – producer Angela Lee, writer/directors Sean Baker, ShihChing Tsou; "The Woman Who Feared the Sun" - writer/director Javier Fuentes-León and "
Xanadu" – producer Amy Lo, director Rose Troche.
Recent projects developed through Fast Track include Robbie Pickering's "Natural Selection,"
Cherien Dabis' "Amreeka," Courntey's Hunt's "Frozen River," Jennifer Westfeldt's "Ira and Abby,"
Jessica Sanders' documentary "After Innocence" and Scott Prendergast's "Kabluey."
Contact Dave McNary at dave.mcnary@variety.com
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